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WEEKLY KEN TUCK 1  1\ 1
ONE DOLLAR A YEAR.
HOPKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COU





TAKES TILL MIDNIGHE. HOT TIME IN OLD TOWN OUR TO
BACCO MARKET
Left Long-Drawn-Out Meetifig of 
Cerulean
WERE IN HIGH SPIRITS.
Breal Cried Thronged the Street to Tell the
Boys Good By..
WHAT WILL BE EXPECTED OF THEW.
A great crowd usecute.ed at the Illi-
nois Central station last Setarday to bie
the soidier boys and officials farewell
and to wish them a speedy and safe re-
turn, after an honorable service for their
country.
In High Spa -se.
The boys left in high spirits, with the
fir • et patriotism and loyalty burning
•
brightly in their breasts; there were
mothers and sisters, wives and sweet-
hearts at the depot, on whom heavy
burdens of sorrow rested because of the
departure of loved 013011. When the
train pulled out there were great cheers,
and ti igs and handkerchiefs were
wave!. The boys reached Lexington
th .1 afternoon about tire o'clock.
• _hie following persons were on the
tram Saturday as members of La-
tnam Light Guards:
CA PT Al N.
John Ireland.
LIEU IENANTS.
E. B. Bassett, R. 0. Payne,
























Henry Foster, A. B. Boulware,
C. 0. Brown, Trabue Anderson,
R. H. Olaggett, Miller Clark,
'W. N. Gaither, C. E. Graves,
F. W. Gilbert, E. H Hester,
Stanley Lome, R F. leieDaniel,
Perry Ne st man, T E. Overshiner,
F. J. Pattin, E. R. Powers,
Everett Tandy, H. P. Thomas.
Jack Terry. Gano Terry,
T C. Van Cleve, Louis Waller,
Wm. R. Wicks, John Winfree,
K. P. Ztmmer, J. A. Young.
M. K. Bullard, Wm. Collins,
C. Boordman, Bob Morefleld,
Will Foster, Ed. Claxton,
J. G. Daniel, Otho Vaughn,
.1. B. Ohm*, K WeStarling,
J. M. Breathitt, Will Haves,
Peter Robinson. R. H. Buckner,
Holemau, Webber Breathitt,
Mills, W. B. Witty,
C. A. Broomfield, Wm. Mills,
O. S. Waller, A. K. Mills,
Edgar Morris, E. P. Morgan,
0. E. Berate, E. U. Brown.
0 Rutherford, W. T. Hardwiek,
A. M. Hedges, J U. McRae.
o W J..hnenti, J E Buchanan,
Gag Br-lobes, Will Winfree,
Tom Witty, L. D. Brown.
C. E. Jackson. Hugh Thompson,
G. Drente Shaw, Robert Wilkes,
Edgar Wilkes. W. H. Jenkins,
W. J. Conch, Jr., Frank Prowse,
W. J. Oornehue, Henry Merritt,
Will Ballard. Henry Wood.
J R. Dickerson, R. H. Nixon.
All the boys who pus the physical
examination at Lexington will volun-
teer in the regular service. Those who
can not pass will be provided with one
days' rations and tickets back. Manned
men will be enlisted only upon approval
of the regimental commanders. Minors
mast not be enlisted without the written
couseut of feelers, only surviving par-
ent or legally appointed guardian. Boys
between 16 and 18 may to enlisted as
LUGAIIC111011.
The term of service is three years, and
applicants must defray their own ex-
penses to the plaoe of enlistment. The
rates of pay are given and • statement
made that to theme twenty per cent. will
be added in time of war. The soldiers
ean deposit their savings in sums not
lees than $5 with any paymaster, and by
oslo end economy a soldier can save
from his clothing allowance a consider-
able nem payable on discharge.
For soldiers who have served honestly
and faithfully for twenty years or have
been discharged for wounds received or
chemise incurred in the service, a corn
fortable home is maintained in Wash-
ington. The sum of 121  cents per
month is deducted from each soldier's
pay to be applied towards the support of
the home. After 'JO years' service enlis-
ted men are entitled to be retired 'at
three-fourths pay and are given $9 50
per month commutation for clothing
and subsistence,
--o--
• Letters To 10 ldtare.
First Assistent Postmaster General
Heath announces that friends and rela-
tives of eoldiers in the field in addressing
letters to them should mark plainly the
company and regiment to 'which they
belong. as by doing so the distribution
of the mail will be facilitated. This




Noes Dams riebtosais patritilin Jost
now, the =lam elle hie ahema for the




Zs• Marshal T. P. Jeffreys went to
Sopionsville to join the army of volun-
teers. He was examined but failed 
to




Dr. Austin Bell was summoned to
Letington Saturday to he examined 
as
to his qualification" for a position as Bu
r-
geon in the Volunteer Army. He 
will
have no difficulty in passing the exam
i-




of Henry of Navarre guided his
army in battle; and the Red Criers
OD JOHNISOW'd BELLADoarNa PLANT/Ma
means that they are excellent stove
others; they lead the way. For MI
weakness, pain, anl every ailment
capable of external treatment, they
are sw.adard. Try them and learn
what • pe.:eet plaster is. Noise
isaisine without the Red Cross.
JOIFIN4ON .tiontervos,







Casecitmsn Ware Indulges In a Few Humor-
out Remarks.
THE FULL DETAILS OF Tk SESSION.
The City Council met in rigular ses-
sion Friday and did not adjourn wail
half past eleven o'clock.
Numerous Hicks.
A large portion of the evining was
spent in hearing complaints ftom people. ;
who wanted to be rteeasied frcfm the pay-
ment of taxes. Five or silo negroes
claimed that they were listed for poll'
taxes when they did not nee Within the
!city limits. Numerous matters of this
character occupied nearly twe hours' of
the countues time. ,
Reports of Cfliewre
The reports of city official e were re-
ceived.
The City Judge's report is 14 follows:
Amount tense itupoesed, $296.50; collect-
ed on old fines, $43. ; worked ont,$143;
cash on flues, $14S 30; cash by Judge,V21;
replevied and time allowed, $77.
The City Treasurer's report showed
reeeipts for the month, W2.198 ; cash
on hand, $5,193,54. Total,- 58,263,54
expenditures, $5,379 25. Balance in
Treasury April 130, $2.714l4; school
fund, balance deficit March 30. 1898,
$996,49; expenditures for Aptil, $1,120,-
03. Total school fund deficie, $1,904 42.
The report of the Chief of police shows
that he collected daring the month $98.-
30, and that the Judge's cost* amounted
to $21.00.
Money Refunded:
Two hundred and six coupens of rail-
road bonds redeemed by the city were
destroyed by the council's order. Hiram
Thomas. who had paid $25 for the priv-
ilege of running a skating reek one year
but had conducted the business only six
weeksewas refunded a part of the money
paid for his license.
0. W. Ducker was irritated permission
to put a tin ahiugle roof oti his resi-
dence on Ninth and Liberty street. On
motion of Councilman Tibbs a pave-
ment was ordered to be laid On the East
side of Liberty street from Ninth to
Tenth streets. The city's Ontract with
the Welchbach Light Company was rat
itled. On motion of Councilentan Dalton
North Elm street was ordered metalled
at a cost not to exceed $125.' The Daw-
son Telephone Company was granted
right of entrance into the city for the




Councilman Dalton movest that City
Attorney Hanbery be instructed to
draw up • curfew ordinance to be acted
on at the next meeting of the Council.
Councilman Bently seconded the mo-
tion. The Mayor recognieed Council-
man Ware who made a humorous
speech against the motion. He said
that Messrs. Dalton and Hanbery and
Dr. Bentiy, should, for obvious reasons.
be the last three persons tin earth to
have anything to do with the passing of
a law regulating the conduct of chit.'
dren. Continuing his remarks he
stated that he did not believe the City
Council should be made nutses for chil-
dren of Hopkinsville. Dr. Bently
stated that he thought there VISA urgent
need for an ordinance of this kind, es-
pecially as it would keep young hood-
lams otf the street. The City Attorney,
by request, explained the nature of the
proposed ordinance. It would require.
he said, children under the age of six-
teen to stay off public streets after iiine
o'clock in the summer and-eight o'clock
in the winter. That any child failing
to comply with the law, unless having
permission from parents, vrould be liable
to a fine of from $1 to $5, end that un-
less the tine was paid the ohild could be
sent to the work-house.' Councilman
Brasherisaid that he belieled that chil-
dren should be kept off the street after
the early part of the night; but that he
was bitterly opposed to ;any law by
which children under 16 noted be sent
to the work-house. Mr. Tibbe addeeesed
the Council and opposed the proposed
ordinance.
A vote on the motion itietracting the
City Attorney to draw up aueh an ordi-
nance was passed as follows: Ayes,
Glass, Wall, Bently, palton ; noel',
Brasher, Tibbs, Ware. 1
School Warrailite.
Cite Treashurer Creuhhaw was in-
structed to pay public school warrant,.
until the end of the present term, by
which time the city aseeespient will be
completed and the exact; amount that
may be allowed to schoolii in the future
can then be determined. I
Councilman Tibbs moved that the
Council meet twice a month instead of
once, as at present. He 4 said that he
believed the city inte ts demanded
more frequent sessions. is motion re-
ceived eio 'second. Thel Mayor was
authorized to appoint thBee supervisors
of tax lute.
Executive solution.
The Council then, on motion of Mr.
Wall, went into executive session, arm















These pains are symptoms of
dangerous derangements tbst
can be corrected. The men-





and regular. It pets the deli-
cate menstrual organs in condi-
tion to do their wotk properly.
And that stops all this pain.
Why will any woman suffer
month after rnonth;when Wine
of Cardui will relitve her? It
cotes Seoo at the ;drug store.
Why don't you $et a bottle
to-day?
For advice, in cases requiring
special directions, sieldress, c ty-





of ()mitotic Teem, styli
••I wits troubled it alonthty
WM, terrible poles In my head and bark.
bet Ss•2 berm ennrely relieved by MU
if Careel.'•




RAISED ROUGH HOUSE. SALES AND
 RECEIPTS
Colored Toughs Were So Bad .•Dey Wuz
A-Skered ol Bernie yes
WANTED TO WHIP SOME -TOWN TRASH."
The colored minstrel troupe, of this
, city, went down to Gracey Saturday to
giee a performance for the edification
and delight of the high toned element
of colored society in that commutrity.
Pistol Shots.
There was a large hod appre-
ciative audience, and the performance
was moving along smoothly when a
couple of pistol shots outside of the halt
arrested the pre.ceedings.
It is understood that a dozen negroa
from the Cerulean Springs neighborhood
had come up to Gracey for the purpose
of "raising a rough house" and running
the "town Diggers" back to Hopkins-
ville. The first step in the proposed
plan of campaign was to fia up on red
goods and the next was to surround the
hall wh,•re the perfornmece was in pro-
gress.
They would doubtless have prose-
cuted the campaign to a success-
ful issue but for the timely
appearance of the town Marshal with
a shot gun. He arrested eight of the
beeeigers, captured four guns and three
razots, corraled the prisoners and
ordered a drummers wagon for the pur-
pose of transporting the prisoners to
Gave Bond.
Hopkineville. They all gave bond,
however, and were paroled, while the
performance on the inside began just
where the last tenor note was
dropped.
What Dewey Has Done,
Dewey made thorough work of it, and
when on Wednesday, he gave his crews
their first rest he had, in three days
time, destroyed the Spanish fleet, si-
lenced and destroyed nine batteries,
blown up all the Spanish defenses at the
entrance to the bay, cut the cable to
prevent outside interference, occupied
the navy yard at Cavite, swept the low-
er bay clear of torpedoes and established
a complete blockade of the city of Manila.
Then he rested, while the Spaniards in
Manila faced the problem of defense,
with food supplies short, ammunition
almost exhausted, and the insurgents
pressing close around the city -Courier
Journal.
.4••
Sent • Second Time.
Mrs. Nannie Prewitt McCormac, wife
of William McCormac, a mechanic of
Elkton, was tried last week upon a
charge of lunacy and ordered placed at
once in the asylum here.
This is the second time this lady, who
is a member of one of the beet families
of Todd county, has been tried for the
same misfortune, and this is her second
continemeut in the asylum.
The case is particularly sad from the
fact that she has a child that must be
cared for by others.
Malcolm Boddie Dead.
Mr. Malcolm Boddie, formerly of this
county, died last:week in le au %here
he had gone to attend to businese
rho remains were brought to Chris
tian conut'Y for burial. Funeral ser-
vices were held in Lafayette.
Mr. Malcolm Boddie was born near
Lafayette thirty-five years ago, and re-
mained in this county until about ten
years ago, when he went to Chicago and
engaged in the the real estate business
He amassed a considerable fortune. He
was unmarried. Many frienele in this
community will hear of his death with
great regret.
The Louisville Dispatch.
Hugh Wood, the bright and energetic
eon of Mr. Hunter Wood, has been ap
pointed local agent of the Louisville
Dispatch, succeeding J. L. Griffith who
nas had charge of the circulation here
since the paper started.
The splendid daily already hes a large
subscription list and Hugh will doubt-
less greatly increase it.
Everybody who wants reliable news
should take the Dispatch. It uses the
New York Sun's war service, which is
universally regarded as the best in the
country.
The Bible` Uniforms.
In s ,bret 'time q ,artermastr
geuere. en, 'excite the him lot of 10,-
000 new uniformiefor our army on duty
in Cuba. They areenade of East India
tharki. In appearance it seems to be
an extremely tine quality of Canvas of a
dark brown hue, light in weight, strong
and flexible. It is used by officers and
men in the British army in Africa, In-
dian and in Egypt. The uniforms for
officers and men are made alike. Ex-
-ept in shoulder /strata there in no dis-
tinction. A soft hat of the same color
goes with the utitfortne.
than & Garnet's Wild Gnome lithe
mete Puree rheuttiatIon till 10401110 IC
It NANDI the Int. At all itrirggista,
sew-
NOtiCe.
on June 7th, Wes, I will move the
Ommty Own of Christian °minty to
discharge nes as assignee of J. M Bul-
lard and be released from all liabilities
therefrom, having made a limit settle-
ment of said assigned estate
J. D. RusseLle
Ass'nee.of J. M. Bullard.
April 28th, 1898. *4t
Say, fir. Farmer!
How about that Fire and Ternado In. ,
surance policy of yours', won't it 90012 be r
out, and did you know that it may
stand between you and a large sum of
money? There are poor, good and ex-
tra good companies. We represent the
EXTRA GOOD ones. When your pres. ,
eat policy expires try us. We ha
ve
money to loan on farm property. 
If
you don't know us ask your nei
ghbor
about us. If you can't come to see 
us
write us and we will come to see you.
J. M. Heeites de Soe.
Main street. Hopkinsville, Ky.
WANTED SATESMEN.-Both local and
travelling to sell our lubricating oils
and greases, either as a special or
 side
line. Salary or commission. Sp
ecial
Inducements to hustlers.
THE EMPIRE OIL CO.,
wfit Pleveland, 0,
The Highest Price of the Present Season was
Reached Last Week.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE'S REPORT
Local receipts last week were 425
hhds , offerings 37o and sales public
and private 237. The quality of the of-
ferings showed some improvement and
linite a good deal of tobacco was sold
from $13.00 to $16 25, the latter price
being the highest of the season.
Firm and Active.
The conditions of the offering as a
whole was not good and we note that
while the heavily fired dark tobacco is
in good condition and keeping well the
lighter grades sod light fired tobacco is
rapidly f Linking. Tao market was quite
active and prices wine firm, but irregu•
lar.
Tobacco suited for Italy were perhaps
a shade easier, but Bremen and wrappi r
styles were firm to strong. Logs remain
unchanged and no good ones are being
;ffered. Old lugs are in more demand
and sales are being made privately but
at low prices. Some planting has been
done and with good seasons the work
will be pushed from now on.
Some quotations.
Quotations for the new crop: Trash,
$2,e 2.50; common lags, $2 75(4 3.50;
medium lugs, $3.75e14 50; good lugs,
none; fine lugs, none; Africans, $7«te0;
low leaf (short) $4.500E6.50; common
leaf, retie/se; medium leaf, $9(011.50;
good leaf, $12w 14; fine leas, $15(416;
selections, $16 25.
In its final crop report for 1897 the
Department of Agriculture enlarged on
the obstacles which prevent aocurate es-
timates of tobacco areas and crops being
made in this country. It concludes:
''Figures concerning tobacco published
by this department for 1896 fall so man-
ifestly short of the actual production, as
disclose° by the reports of the Treasury
Department on the amount of tobacco
of domestic production upon which the
reuenue tax has been paid, that it is im-
possible to present a report for 1597 that
will command the confidence of the
trade and of the Department of Agri-
cultute itself.
It is exceedingly doubtful whether the
tobacco production of ths country by
States can be ascertained even approxi-
mately without the employment of sup-
plementary agencies at considerable ex-
pense; and in view of the reduction of
the appropriation made by Congress for
the statistical work of the department,
end considering also the near approach
of the Federal census, it is scarcely like-
ly that any further attempt will be
made to gather statistics concerning this
branch of the agricultural inaustry un-
til the next census shall have furnished
a new basis as to the amount produced
and the dintribation of the productive
Area.
Agents wanted every city, town or
village to sell the latest edition of Hal-
stead's "Story of Cuba," full account
lestrartion of the battle ship Maine.
Greatest demand ever known for a sub-
scription book. Agents coining moley.
Hencisorne outfit free. Send 25 cents
for postage. Dint miss it. Address
subset-nation Department. THE WERNER
CoMPANY, Akron, 0.
Soldier Boys Kicking.
Several letters were received today in
the city from members of the Latham
Light Gnarde The boys complain that
tee Governinent hae not furnished them
with enough bed covering to keep them
warm.
In Co. D. there are about sixteen
blankets for ninety-tnree men. The
boys are sleeping in the stables at Tat-
CAMPBELL CONVICTED.
Was Tried at Henderson
Last Saturday.
WAS GIVEN ONE YEAR.
Col. S. brie Will Enter Motion For a New
Trial.
HE Stier AN L. & N FLAGMAN.
The trial of Charles Campbell on the
charge of malicious shooting If ith intent
to kill, occupied the attentiou of the
Henri; reon circuit court Saturday.
The C barge.
The crime with which Campbell i•
charged is the malicious shooting of
Chas N. Crowder, a flagman on an L ee
N. passenger train, e hich occurred lam
fall, se hen Campbell, it is said, attemp-
ted to steal a ride on the train from
Hopkilievtile to Henderion, an that 111-
ter he got discovered and brought ist the
coach he shot Crowder over the shoulder
of Oondte tor Frank Albin. The shot
took'fleet near Crowder's collar bone.
which caused him to lay up for several
weeks.
Campbell claims the Caowder struck
him. The jury was irupanneled at the
openieg of conrt Saturday morning and
a stet. ment of th. case made by Com-
mcmweitith's Attorney Femrnoy. Camp-
bell was represented by Col E G. Se-
bree. After the evidence was all in and
argument made, the case was nubinated
to the jury, who after due deliberation
returned a verdict of guilty, fixing his
punidiment at one year in the peniten•
tiary.
New Trial Wanted.
A new trial will be asked for by de-
ferdaut's consul.
When Nature
Need• assistance it may be best to ren-
der it promptly, but one should remem-
ber to use even the most perfect reme
dies wily when deeded. The best and
most simple and gentle remedy is the
Syrup of Figs, manufactured by the
California Fig Syrup Co.
Taxes Last Notice.
I have deferred advertising for taxes
due me until Monday, May 30, when
all lands and town lots, without ex-
ceptions, upon which taxes are unpaid
will te delivered to the newspapers for
advertisement. No favoritism. All
goes. No partial payments accepted.
Pay in full or pay cost.
Mc. J. DAVIS, Late Sheriff.
May 9, 1898 dmdttielt w2*
ea 
Th., Romanoff Land and Wining Co.
Directors, L. A. Washington, W. J.
Davi-, Wyatt H. Ingrain, Jr., M. M.
Shaw, T. N. Ward H. D. Wicks, F. S.
Adams, T. S. Shaw, J. B. Allen.
This company owns 6,040 asres of land
at the head of deep water navigation on
the Yukon River, and on the river front
of troct the town-cite of Romanoff City
is located. A saw mill of 10,000 feet
per day capacity is now beiug gotten
ready to ship from Seattle, and the com-
pany's three men, Mr. Shaw, Mr. Ward
and Mr. Wicks. will leave for Alaska On
May 20th, their tutelage and arrarge-
mei; 4 for forwarding freight and till
supplies and machinery have alreely
beet, secured.
The present block of stock at 10 cents
pnr share will soon be exhausted and in
the latter part of the present month
another offering of not to exceed 50,0.0
shares will he paced on subscription at
20 cents. Br-such offices, Henderson,
Ky ,and Evansville, Ind. L. A. Wash-
iugton, Pres., T. VoeBurgh, Secy.
Walter F. Garuett, agent, Hopkins-
v ille, Ky. d2w W2t
A good lot of nice family horses cheap
at Layue's stable.
91:10CESS-WORTR KNOWING.
40 years success in the South, proves
H u thee' Tonic a great remedy for Chills
anti all Malarial fevers. Better than
Quinine. Guaranteed, try it At drug-
gists. 50c and $1 00 bottles.
SNAP SHOT STOUE3.
Scenes Caught By the
Era's Carnet a.
New




HERE ANJ NEAR HERE.
Dengs of the Day To'd In tee Shortest Pos-
sible Way.
'Eta; OF CONSIDERABLE LOCAL INTEREST
Learrs.-Itival lighting rompahies
who ;ire trying to outshine level other
are nightly giving Main street, near
Sixth, a brilliant appearance,
t t t
Seem i.-It will eon he time for the
neighboring sunumer resotts to open for
the cowing season.
+ + +
WIIF: CT -The wheat Cr m is looking
good. There are good reasons to lielieve




Asylum sues Samuel Wilkine for Ciao
for board, care and lodging to date ol
April 22, 1897.-Madisonville Hustler.
"'p 
Mrs. G. Hoivard Stowe, of the Julien
vicinity, is extremely ill.
'Pt +
The infant daughter of Mr. J. M.
Johnson died near Longview Friday.
The remains will be interred Sunday at
Elopewell cemetery.
+ + +
TOBACCO -The farmers say that to-
bacco may be set in a few days. Plants
are plentiful. A gent rally early setting
is indicated.
+ + +
FAIR-The prospects for a fair this
year are not very favorable.-.-
Council's Appropriation.
The City Council last week &ppm-
priated $15 to be used in purchasing
knives and forks and cooking ntnails
for the Latham Light Guards.
-o-
Gm Them Breakf it.
The members of the company were
served breakfast free of charge by Gal-
b:eath & Ennis Saturdty.
-o-
Went With the Company.
Lieutenant Colonel Jouette Henry
and Sergeant Major Gordon Nelson, of
the Third regiment, went to L xington
with the Latham Light Gnarls.
New Cadiz Enterprise.
The Woodruff Planing Mill Company.
of Cadiz, wi'l begin operation June 1.
W. B. Woodruff, formerly of Murray,
is at the head of the oompany.
C7 _EL 03 CD rt. X di..





The twenty•seveLth annual meetint
of the Southwestern Kentucky Medics
Associatien will be held in Paduch
17 and 18.
Good Work.
In the lain term of Christian Circuit
Court two hundred and four cases were
disposed of. One hundred and sixty-
three were civil suite, and forty-one
were on the Commonwealth docket.
-•••••11.-de
Valuable Stock Farm for Sale.
I have a Fine Stock Farm 10 mile*
We'd of Hopkinsville near the Cerulean
Springs road that I want to eell at e
sacrifice and on easy terms. For furthie
particulars apply to Polk Caneler, Hop
kineville. or to me at Gorrionville.Lowai
county, Ky. 13. W. BOALES.
Every
Blood Disease
Can n\A be cured by every so-called blood remedy. In
 fact, there are
few blood remedies that really cure any blood disease. 
Swift's Specific
(S. S. S.) is absolutely the only one which can have any ef
fect whatever
upon deep-seated, real blood diseases. There is not a 
disease of the
blood, it matters not how obstinate, which it does not 
promptly reach
and i;ermanently cure. The greatest claims for S. S. S.
are made by those whom it has cured.
THROWN FROM A HORSE.
Mr. H. Kuhn, of Marion, Ks.., writes : "A 
few years ago my
granddaughter, Bertha Whitwood, was thrown 
from a horse, sus- •
taining a contusion of the scalp, which result
ed in blood poisoning. *----' -
For more than a year there were nettling
 sores on her head and , 4-1
 ,,,,,,...;
neck, which the Constant treatment ut the be
st physicians tailed to 44-4..
, - '
arrest. As a last resort S. S. S. was used,
 soon affording relief, and in a tco.
months she was cured entirely."
YEARS OR SUROPERINO.
Mr eltitig, rdertit, t Dudley Cineirotitti, "
childhood I wros itftliclvd with a tcrrildc itchilig ohm 
illitvor‘, tor
which I hirvri ',cot Ircutcrl coloostittly 101 yvari. My o
rttirtr body
was coverutl with blotches, and tome of the best physicnuts in 
this
city have endeavored to cure me, S S. S.
 is the only remedy equal
to the disease, however, for it has cured me c
ompletely, and I shall never cease in a is
mg it.
ABLAZE WITH ERYSIPELAS.
Miss Ada Wainwright, of Alamo, Tenn., 
says: " I have
suffered agonies with b_rne erysipelas; one
 of my limbs became
so inflamed that it had to be lanced consta
ntly. The best phy-
sicians treated nie for three years, and
 I was finally declared
incurable. Some one suggested S. S.. 
S., and the first bottle
matte an improvement. Six bottles effecte
d a cure, leaving
my skin clear and pure, withou
t a sign_ of the dreadful diseasc.
COVERED WITH SORES.
Mr. H. L. Myers, 100 Mulberry Street, Newa
rk, N. J., writes:
"For two years my body was cover
ed with a mass of itching sores
caused by impure blood, which gave me
 incessant pain. I was
given various treatment, but got worse
 steadily, the best physicians
being unable to relieve me. A few bottles
 of S. S. S. cured me
completely, and I am sure it has no equal as
 a blood remedy."
Purely
Swift's Specific is the only purely vegetable
blood remedy,--guaranteed to contain not
a particle of mercury, potash, ai'senic, or
other harmful mineral ingredient. 1/ cures

















We have decided to
E k
insville, and wish to ca
E.-- urers' cost. This is utsiei
now selling this immense
save money, if you are,
E- line. This is no humbugour stock. We have an
eillh'"
so..- ing to $23,
000, and you
flw•-- Will be glad that you






Are Scarcely Le..=;s Terrible
May Easily and Readily Find
Help.
A man lies flat on his back, bound so that
he cannot move an inch. lie is in a dun-
geon, at first dark us a will, but ins few min-
utes a light in the ceiling, far up, shows a
mechanical figure of Time with Lis scythe.
The figure descends slowly, the scythe
swings, and the prisoner realizes that unless
,me unexpected help should conic, he will
be slowly cut to pieces. What followed is
told by Edgar Allen Poe in the fantastic
story called "The I'it and the Pendulum."
The man awaiting the approach of a
dreadful death is a type of a large class of un-
.rtunatm who, entangled in the strangling
coils of an octopus, have lost all hope of free-
dom. This monster is Morphine. Perhaps
the victim is yet reveling in that glorious
state of exhilaration which follows the first
use of the drug. If so, like the man in Poe's
story, he has not noticed the light in the cell-
ina and is unaware of his danger. Maybe
the disease has progressed so far that the
sufferer notices a weakness of the heart'sac-
tion. that the general health is feeble, the
body poorly nourished, the eight double.
This is soon followed by a peculiar twitch-
ing of the muscles, a numbness of the hands
nervous system. The victim now becomes . his mind,




0 DO YOU THINK it a good
somebody else $9.00 for a S
err, will sell you for
fr
DO YOU REGARD it as g
some one else $5.50 for a LA
will sell you for
DO YOU THINK it thrift to b
NESS elsewhere, when on e
chase you make we can
It will not only pay you
and see our stock.
F. A.
neasy. A feeling of despond-
lam. This mental depression
one course of treatment after
utterly. The future is dark
ith gloom. Days of wretched-
ights of horror in endless pro-
s utter helplessness to rid him-
cubus adds to his misery. The
ts of the deadly drug become
more apparent. Deeper and
•riks into the mire of despair,
ope of ever being anything
in bondage Ls abandoned. Re'
apprehension take possession of
d the temptation to end his milt. tar, addr as above. 
_
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feeble existence becomes almost overpower-
ing.
But there are few situations completely
hopeless. l'oe's prisoner was rescued when
the s vvinging scythe was close to his breast,
and the victims of the Morphine habit and
their shattered nerves are restored to the en-
jeyment of life by a system of treatment
which has been perfected by It. A. Gunn, N.
41 Last 21st street, New York City, and
which ha.. yet to record its first failetry. It
Is riots "tapering off" or substitution pro-
cess. It is as harmless as it is painless. It
doss away with all desire for the drug, and
quickly restores the shattered nervous eye-
tem to its normal condition. It treats the
condition ass disease and not lie a habit, It
is scientific and successful For full particte
You Think?
DDL.E that we 7.25? 64heme to pay
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ind up our CLOTHING business-in Hop-
your attention to the fact that we are
stock of Clothing at New York manufact-
oubtedly a great opportunity for you to
texpect to be, in need of anything
 In our
r hubbub sale, but actual sale to clear up
immense stock of goods on hand, amount-
clan get suited in most anything you wish.
II and examine our stock and get some of
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Insurance C mpany in the World.
business in he State of Kentucky.
business i*iI the Southern States,
BARBEE. C; CA TLEMAN,
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OPIUM, CHLORAL AND COCAINE HABITS
els radical, positive and permanent cure
gluiranteed in 5 days. Alsolutel tem
Nal "tapering oil" process - se su
tics method. re s*.•'•




in connection with the Southern Peeifie
THROUGH WEEKLY TOURIST
SLEEPING CAR leaving Cincinnati
and Louisville on I. C. R. R. fast -New
Orleans Limited" train EVERY
il;aulraHUnnRni,SeD0 Awl  if Doti; nAn n I reTrod bbi
nt-
with reline. then for the Pacific Coast,
Bed also corm, 11 Net* Orleans dal
end ou Tueedaye aid lieturdire with
Phi'
Sunset Limited Armes
of the Mouthero Puelfle, /letup rpeolie
through servos, to Sou • iroorsin Al
round trip tourist tickets to thilifornill
reittioo via Moots tlenteal R. It
mit of stop over at Nev. Orleans. `TV;
rts And full informant._ oonverning the
above can be had of agents of the Oen.
tral and connecting lines.
W. A. Kgrierip. A U P. A., lionirvills













New Era Printing & Publishig Co
HUNTER WOOD, President
OFFICE:—New Era Building, Seventb
Street, near Main, Hopkinsville, Ky.
$ 1.00 A YEAR.
Saleetved at the poetotflor In Hopketteinue





Friday, May 13, 1898.
— ADVERTISING RATES:—
One Inch, erst insertion  $ ISO
One inch, one month.  30)
One inch, six months. ..... . :WM
Ono inch, three, months
One inch. one year  1501)
Additional rates may be had by applioa-
uon at the ofrIce.
Transient advertising moat be paid for in
ad VA/1003.
Charges for yearly advertisements will be
so/lected quarterly.
All advertisements Inserted without spec-
teed time will be charged for uutlichrdered
out.
Announcements ot msrriages and Deaths,
not exceeding five and notions of
preaching publithed_gratis.
Obituary Notices, Resolutions of Respect,
and other similar notices, rive oenta per line.
— CLUBBING RATES:—
The WIISYLY NSW EN..4 and the following
• per one year:
Weekly Cincineinnatl Enquirer $I be
tneuil- Weekly St. Louts RepubliC 1 75
Semi-Weekly (Aube-Democrat  17$
Moine and Farm  1)5
Weekly Louisville Dispatch . • 1 Si)
Ledlea' Rome Journal ,  10)
Twice-a- Week Courier-Jraraai .... Si)
Tr -Weekly New York World  1 00
Special clubbing rates with any magazine
or newspaper published in the Culled States
—ser 
COURT DIRECTORY.
Coterie 'outer—First Monday in Jane
and fourth Monday in February and Sop-
tern ber
4.1VART1LRLY °ooze—Second Mondays
In &weary, April, July and October.
FiNcAL 004,11T—First Tuesday in April
and October
Clorre Ceeerwt—Firet Monday in every
month.
age of 68, Sheridan at 51, 24001811M" I
69, George H. Thomas at $4, Hancock
at 62. Logan at 60, Frank P Blair at e4,
Gen. Sherman lingered 1441 he was 73
Admiral Farragut until he was 69.
Some veterans of the war still survive at
greater age. There is reasion to believe
,that officer* of less rank anti the private
eoldiers show about the slime average
neasure of their lives. ;
The gross earnings of thirty-three
roads for the fourth week in April, is
made up from returns reolived by the
United States Investor, wee $6,311.254.
against $5,100,399 for the ',fourth week
in April, 1b97, an increase Of $1,230, *.+.56
Thirty-two roads show ihcreases and
one decrease. Sinoe Jaonary 1 the
I roads referred to:abovetearped $8u,6161,•
882, an increase of $10,762,e03 over the
$79,918,879 reported for the correspond-
ing period of 19T. Forth e longer per-
iod all show increases. • During the
month of April thirty-two roads earned
V20,143,606, an increase Of $1.751,716
over the $17,391,S89 reported for April,
' 1897.
The telectroecope will, ill the invent-
oria promises prove true, be combined
with the long distance thlephone, so
that a person at home wit be able to
see and hear and opera or play at anoth-
er city, a base ball or foot ball match in
a distant field, or even a battle on sea
or land. A woman can pay a round of
visits by seating herself in her parlor
In full draw in front of the double ap-
paratus, ring up her friend, who will do
the same, and then talk as if they were
in the same room. Each will appear a
dwarf to the the other, and her parlor a
charming doll's house. The contrivances
will enable the priest to Minster to a
hundred thousand hearers or the head
of a house who hears burglars to look
through every room and hall without
leaving his bed.
MYSTIC/ LANGUAGE OF WAR SIG-
NALS.
Signaling is one of the most import-
ant devioes used as an adiutant of wet-
ter*. The Signal Serve,* Bureau of the
Army is almost a 3/netable institution.
and its method. have long lawn stab
Wined. The morns le h, highly velment
body of man
The various vystealli Ilehr In ire by
the signal corp. include flags, lights, the
helograpn. lanterns. telegraphy and
taispliony: all these may be operated
easily and to great advantage from a
captive balloon. The heliograph is an
instrument means of which oommunica-
tion is had by flashes and dots of light
thrown from the surface of a mirror and
naturally is of antility only during
bonze of sanahine. The name heliotrope
is given to the same instrument in the
geodetic service. The semaphore is a
mast with two arms, similar to many of
the railroad signal posts. It is an appa-
ratus for geeing signals by the disposi-
tion of hanging touters, flags and os-
cillating arms. In other words, it is a
combination of all other means of com-
municating information outside of hu-
man speech.
Signaling with an illuminated balloon
is a picturesque feature of the work of
Use Niguel oorps. Two captive balloons
are allowed to ascend to the height of a
few hundred feet above any intervening
obstacles. They may be a few miles
apart or forty or fifty miles from one
another. From them sun flashes are
made during the day, and at night mes-
sages are transmitted by means of il-
lumination inside the balloons with in-
candescent electric lights. The alter-
nating illumination and darkness and
arredged in accordance with a predevis-
ed code. The outfit of the balloon corps
is extensive, most of the implements are
modern. In addition to the routine sig-
naling apparatus, cameras for photo-
graphing the surrounding country are
earned, and explosive shells can be
dropped down upon the enemy should
occasion arise.
W hr le war ballooning is still largely
upeounental, the results have been emi-
nently satisfactory. Of course in cloudy
or rainy weather, when flags cannot be
used intelligently and flashes of light
cannot be obtained, they are ineffectual.
Semaphores are employed on board ship
as a Diets of isernaling; from vessel to
vessel or to the shore. In such cases the
post (=tuning the arms is movable and
can be readily shipped or unshipped.
The navy oat its flag code by :which
Oates,. four 11Z or a dozen banners be-
come stmeaeage, and the alphabetic ar-
rangement of sentences is so extensive
that sap sort of communication :can be
sent. Al night both lanterns and
rockets or learning fuses convey the
command of news.
With a few marked exceptions the
periol of sixty years—a little more or a
little less—has been the limit of great
generale of the war. Grant died at the
-R !MN
111E EICELLENCE Of SUR OF FIGS
Ii due not only to the originality and
simplicity of the combination, but also
to the care and skill with which it is
manufactured by scientific processes
known to the Coerroarree Fito Settee
Co. only, and we wish to impress upon
all the importance of purchasing the
true and original remedy. As the
genuine Syrup of Figs is manufactured
by the CALIFORNIA Fin SYRUP Co.
only, a knowledge of that fact will
ambit one in avoiding the worthless
imitations manufactured by other par-
ties. The high standing of the Cote-
Fusee& Fie tirere Co. with the medi-
cal profession, and the satisfactionwhich the genuine Syrup of Figs has
given to millions of families, nukes
the name of the Company a guaranty
of the excellence of WI remedy. It lafar Its advance of all other lazatives,se It act" on the kidneys, liver and
bowels without Irritating or weaken-
ing them, and it does not gripe nor
nauseate. In order to get its beneficial
effects, please remember the name of
the Company —
CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
eta rzenctsce, Cal.
LIPIDDIVILLZ. tr. SIM yang, N. Y.
MR. JARRETT'S PAPER.
Read Before the Commer-
ctal
HOW'S THIS?
We off at One Hundred Dollars Re-
ward for any case of Oatarrh that can
not be cared by HelPvtiOatorrh Ours.
F. J. CnitexT & COX, Props,
Toledo, Ohio.
We, the undersigned, have known F.
J. °honey for the last 15 years, and be-
lieve him perfectly honorable in ell bus-
irises transactions and financially able
to (*eery out any obligatiens made by
their ti ri»
Wee. a True:, Wholeeele Dreatete.
Tolcolot Onto,
Welding, Cumin th WOW, Whole.mu Drowse, Toletto, O.
Hall's Catarrh Oar* la Wilms telernal,
17. Wine directly upon the blood and
mamas surfaces of the system. Price
75o. per bottle. Bold by all Druggists
Testimonials tree.
Hall's Family Pills are the best.
Runaway horses are unknown in Rus-
sia. No one drives there without hav-
ing a thin cord with a running noose
around the neck of the anunal. When
an animal bolts the cord is pulled, ard
the horse stops as soon an it feels the
pressure on the windpipe.
The dyspeptic carries a dreadful load
on his back. It seems as If he were re-
ally made up of two men. One of them
ambitious brainy and energetic; the
other sick, listless peevish and without
force. The weak man weighs the other
one down. The dyepeptie may be able
to do pretty good work one day, and the
next day because of some little discre-
tion in eating, he may be able to do
nothing at all. Most cued, of dyspepsia
start with constipation. .Conetipation
is the cause of nine-tenths of all human
sickness. Some of its symptons are sick
and bilious headache, dig.zinese, sour
stomach, loss of appetite, foul breath,
windy belching, heartbaen, pain and
distress after eating. All-these are in-
dicative of derangements of the liver,
stomach and bowels, and ell are ceased
by constipation. Dr. Pierce's Pleasant
Pellets are the quickest,' easiest and
meet certain cure for this condition
They are DOS violent in action.
Send 21 cents in one-cent etarnp•
World's Dispensary Medical Asso
Estiffalo, N. Y., and receive Dr Pierce's
10011 page COMMON SZ.Nitlt ,MEDICAL AD
Tisza, illustrated.
Ten Per Cent. Planted.
HIGHLY INTERESTING.
Pronounced by the Press to Be One of the
Ablest Addresses ot the Day.
-KENTUCKY AS A TOBACCO STATE!'
The Hon. Charles P. Jarrett, of this
county read an interesting paper before
the State Commercial Convention on
"Kentucky As a Tobacco State." The
Louisville papers united in the
sion that his address was one
ablest of the day.
Tht• Paper In Part.
Mr. Jarrett's paper was as follows:
"Mr. Chairman, and Gentlemen of
the Oonvention—Since the selection of
my subject by your committee, condi-
tions of commerce and agriculture have
materially and sadly changed. Then
peace and 'prosperity' in all avocaticns
and happiness in our homes brightened
the entire country, the shadows of
gloomy war now hovers over us. The
plowshare of the farmer, as well as the
implements of the artisan may yet be
hammered into instruments of torture.
"To such gatherings as this we are
indebted for much of intelligence and
pleasure and for interchange of ideas
that prove useful and profitable, as we
apply them. There is no section of this
great country that has progressed as
rapidly and intelligently in modes and
methods of farming as our sunny South(
and our own proud Kentucky. (Ap-
plause)
"As a practical farmer I will here as-
sert that with the improved facilities
for planting, Pawing, reaping, and de-
arsine crops, we are reducing cost of
prodeetitin to a minimum, and ran bet.
let afford to sell *haat at ho ostt$ a
bushed now than at one dollar wilder
former methods, anti all other crop
teleept Whitlow at a proportionate
duetion. Unfortunately we have found
no labor-saving machinery for our great
staple. And, again, by the skill of the
artisan and the freight of capital and
commerce, which has:given us such in-
creased shipping,facilities, we are now
producing much that we never attempt-
ed before, for the want of a market.
We can reach and market, domestic or
foreign, and compete with any other
section in furnishing the world's sup-
ply. We are yearly becoming more in-
dependent by eirtne of increased pro-
inction for export trade, as we thus re-
ince the danger of over supply. This
trade is becoming very important in our
section, to the planter as well as to corn
merce.
"Within my own experience, tobacco
was once the great staple of only a small
section of the State. At present it is
the leading money crop of most of the
counties. I can remember when your
good city was our only market, selling
from 50,000 to 60,000 hogsheads per
annum. The annual demand for berley
and the suitableness r f your counties to
meet the demand bas ceased your beau-
tiful blue grams to go up in awoke, and
Louisville, a gain( r by the sacrifice, be
become the largeet tobacco market 0t
the world, selling 150,000 to 1j5, U0
hogsheads per annum. This is also the
vecond tobacco manufacturing city in
• eo-e. sud bide fair to soon be the
Ten per cent. of the tobacco crop in
this State has been planted. Wheat is
growing rapidly despite the prospects of
a few week ag), and tee farmers ought
to be happy.
I. 0. larninga
The net earnings of the Illinois Oen-
teal for the month of Marc* were 5768,-
787, an Increase of $206,181. For nine
months tne net increase is $1,565,958
over the oorresponding pekod of last
year.
Tobacco SaleM
Sales this week by Abernathy & Co.
of sixty-nine hogsheads of ilobacco fol-
lows:
hhde. good leaf, *10.0040 $13.75.
32 hhds. common leaf, Pita) to $1?50.
19 hhds. low leaf, $4.00 to 5,5-50-
10 hhds. lags, $2.00 to $4.00.
Hoo Lethal
Hotel Latham can not bet mold inside
Of a month, even if a new Master Com-
missioner is appointed right away, A
reference to Circuit Court files this
morning brought to light the fact that
an ereer of the Court makes it neces-
sary for the iproperty to be' advertised
not lees than four weeks before it is of-
fered for sale.
Saltpetre Mine.
Mr. Henry Richards telb the NEW
ERA that a wonderful ealtpeire cave has
been discovered on 'Squire Christopher
Brandon's old farm, about tIbirty mile
from this city in Trigg colliery, and its
owners expect to make big money out of
It.
The interior of the cave shows evi-
dence of having been worked as a mine
hundreds of years ago.
SPANISH EXCHANGE PALLS.
IIIPIWIAL TO NEW ERA
San Mebastian, Spain May JO. —There
Is great excitement here on emoting ofa phenominal fall in the elehange In
favor of Spanish money. Yeeterday the
rate was 215, whereas this Morning It
fell to 195, and at the close Offers were
refused at 150
I am informed on moat excellent ate
tbority that a well-know* banking
house ban come to the resone and ad-
vanced the Bank of Spain 900,000.000
pesetas.
I Webb will give you a better Buggyfor
the money than any one.
''';•`.4•.s•eflecarvasswiroetOe
Tobacco balers.
Bales Chia' teheek by Ragsdale, Cooper
& Co., of lei hogsheads of tobacco as
follows.
171 blithe from $12 to 14 75.
18 hhds. from 9 to 11 74.
50 hhds. from 6 to 95.




Sales by Wooldridge es Chappell of
100 hogsheads at following prices:
20 hhds, of good tobacco, $14 50, 14 00,
1350, 1350, 1300, 1275, 1200, 11 25,
11 00, 11 00, 10 50, 10 50, 10 50, 10 25,
10 25,10 00, 10 00, 1000, 9 75, 9 90.
40 hhdg. medlum leaf from 57 50 to
9 00.




"My own county of Cerivtian stands
at the head, perhaps, of exeort products
Oar average ceop of tobacco is about
15,000,000 pounds, and of this fully
three-fourths is bought by European
agents. Of our wheat crop of nearly
1,000,000 bushels, 4(0,000 were purchas-
ed directly from the farmers by Euro-
pean agents at 51 per bushel last season.
The direct exportation of wheat from
our granaries is a new feature of our
trade, which should be encouraged to
larger proportions.
-oar greatest need is more intelli-
gent farming and a diversity of crops.
To avoid an overproduction of any one
crop; we ebould read and keep pace
with probable demands and cater to
them. Keep in close touch with reports
and prices current; take and read the
Pocono"
Continuing the line of his argument,
Mr. Jarrett urged the farmers to try to
make en acre of land produce what two
acres has formerly done at the same
cost. Every farmer should carry along
something to sell every time he goes to
town, and if he should only buy what
he absolutely needed his books would
likely show a balance to his credit at the
end of the year. They should try new
methods and devices and use those
wit= proved successful.
Is His Friend.
In conelusion he said.that the coun-
tryman should not look upon the mer-
chant end manfariturer as his memesio,
but as his friend and helper, as his suc-
cess depended upon that of the planter.
Examination of Teachers.
School Superintendent Davidson, of
Frankfort, lira ordered examinations in
each county Friday and Saturday, May
20 and 21, to be held by County Super-
inteudents for eligibility to teach in the
common schools. The questions are al-




jt, 1 ' • • 4 CCTirellta Ross, my fare andmoos s ..r.- ail rough as could he smi ruy
farm was all covered with pimpled. I was un•
At to woe at. lit after ailing errtru'ItS 140.4r
three wanks, my Is,.' was &Vial to set% et.
rah, 0,55. rel.!. lit lilt, Osier, La.
suffered with tesekbriebe and pimples for
ewe te three years nntll It tmiearne ehrouie, I
trial everything imaginable, but It did we ne
good. Cr-net-NA Roar cured Me.
reb.10,10S. L. le 011.1.1A111, Oak P.O.,Vs.
I was troubled for eight yearn with pimples
on the face. I commenced using t
Dose. In a very short time the pimples all
dlaappeared and lily skin Is now in a healthy
condition. JA SEA FOSTER,
17,1800. 'Aliment, Allegheny Co., Ita.
sokt thresghoat the anent Met 21e. Torr•a DIWOaiso *AIMS Prop., kkvtmsair-low ta ?reveal aa4 Can Pimples- mailed hes
700.
10 hhds, lugs leaf from $2 (e) to 3 50,
Wheeler, Mills & Co.'s Sales.
Wheeler, Mills & Coes sales for the
week follows:
10 bhds leaf, $10 25 to $5 30.
15 hhds, cone leaf, $4 80 to $3 80.
11 Lids. lugs, CI SO to $1 73.
--
Gaither & West's Bales.
21 hhds. fine leaf, $14 25 to $10 00-
27 hhds. good, $1000 to $8 50.
17 Moire lugs, 5450 to $2.06.
Market strong on leaf.
Taxes Last Notice.
I have deferred advertising for taxes
due me until Monday, May 30, when
all lands and town lots, without ex-
ceptions, upon which taxes are unpaid
will be delivered to the newspapers for
advertisement. No favoritism. AU
goes. No partial payments accepted,
Pay in full or pay cost.
Mc. J. Davis, Late Sheriff.
May 9, 1898 dm&th2t wee&
Johnson-Fyke.
A pretty wedding was quietly (solemn-
ized yesterday at the residence of
the bride's parents on South Campbell
otrnet, The morseling persons were
Mr. N. 11. Johneou and MIPS Ida Ityks,
The cereniony took place al one
o'clock in the tastily decorated parlor
where a halted nuniber of friends and
and relatives were amenibled, Itev. W.
L. Nourse, 1)„ pastor of the Ninth
Street Presbyterian church, officiated.
The bride is the comely and attractive
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Fyke
She is a favorite among a wide circle of
friends whose best wishes go out to her
for a long and happy married life. Mr.
Johnson, the fortunate winner of her
hand and heart, is an intelligent and
enterprising business man of Todd
county.
For the War.
Yesterday a train load of horses
passed through the city on the L. & N.
going South. The animals are to b
used in the army. There is now a good
demand for horses and mules to be used
for the army purposes. This has caused
a good advance on such stock.
Don't fail to See Webbs Buggies and
get his Prices.
sent to Hopxthaville.
Joe Porter, colored, was arrainged in
the Circuit Court yesterday on the
charge of lunacy. The evidence devel-
oped that he resided in the Northern
portion of the city and owned property.
Recently his mind has been giving
away, and as evidence of his violent
disposition he destroyed some of his
hoasenold furniture.
He was adjudged a lunatic and order-
ed to the insane asylum at Hopkinsville,
Ex-constable Anderson Miller left with
him this morning—Paducah Register.
•
NOW IN THE COUNTRY.
THEY ARE HOT STUFF,
Big Bouquets For Latharn
Light Guards.
LIKED IN LEXINGTON.
The Morning Herald Tells Interesting Stories
01 the Company.
CALLS FORTH GREAT APPLAUSE.
Hopkinsville is always to the front
wherever she goes. The Morning Her-
ald, of Lexington, devotes nearly two
columns to a complimentary write-up
of our soldier lads.
A Crack company.
In part the Herald says: One of the
crack regiments of Kentucky State
troops—the prize regiment in fact—ar-
rived in Lexington on Saturday evening
and went into barracks at Oamp (Jollier,
where they declare they have excellent
quarters. I suppose according to a sol•
dins notions of the fortunes of war.
The troops in question are the Lath-
am Light Guards, Company ,D, Third
Regiment, from Hopkinsville. • • • •
A number of young men in tbe Hop-
kinsville company hare personal friends
In Lexington as well as kinsmen. Cap-
tain Jonett Henry, the Lieutenant Col-
onel, is a relative of the Jonetts of Lou-
isville and the Redds here. The Ser-
geant Major, Mr. Gordon Nelson, is a
cousin of Mr. Thomas Nelson Page, also
having by the same token, kinspeople in
Lexington.
Captain Bassett is a kinsmen of the
Busets of our city. Mr. Edmund Wm.
Starling, another tall and soldierly
lookirg member of this gallant com-
pany, Is related to the McDowelle, of
Ashland. Surely they Should have a
cordial MeleOttle among us during the
time that they rvisialti in ramp here lee
taro tuaruhing against the bloody Span.
tattle
The Olormans are attain at work in
Christian county. Daily meetings are
being held in several communities, and
it is claimed that a number of converts
have been made.
Coming to iiopkin•vien
It is the intention of these latter•day
disciples soon to iuvade Hopkinsville.
The black-coated men from Utah are
gradually working towards this city,
and a big meeting, it is stated, will be
in progress here .by the end, of the
month.
The Merman§ or the Church of Jesus
Christ of latter-day saints, area religions
sect founded by Joseph Smith at Man-
chester, N. V , 1830 and for the last
fifty years settled in Salt Lake City,
Utah. Smith was born on the 23rd of
December, 1805, at Sharon, Windsor
county, Vermont, from which place ten
years later his parents, a poor, ignorant
couple, removed to Nu w York, where
they settled on a small farm near Pal-
myra, Wayne county, (then Outapio )
Vont years later, in ISO:), they removed
to Manchester, mix miles ; and it wan
at the latter place, when 1.5 years old,
that Joseph Lewin to have his alleged
visions, in one of which, on the night of
the 21st of September, 1823, the angel
Pdeoui appeored to him three times and
told him that the Bible of the Western
continent, the supplement to the Ni w
Testament, was buried in a box, in
which was a volume six inches thick,'
made of thin gold plate, eight inches
by seven. He claimed that he dug and
found the volume.
The growth of Mormonism dated from
that hoar. From New York to Illnois,
and finally by easy stages to Utah, the
clans of Joseph Smith moved.
Number of Mormons.
The population of Utah is 147,000, of
whom 123,000 are Mormons; but over
the globe it is difficult to arrive at a just
estimate of their complete numeneal
strength. In Idaho, Washington, Ari-
zona, Colorada, Montana and Wyoming
they have of late years made great
progrewt, and their number in the
United Stater ()Waldo of Utah estinot
fall much under 200,000, In Europe
they have also many adherents, and a
careful study, bailed on recent official
statistics, e °nit! place the entire num-
ber at 213,00ee
A Bugler.
Mr. Asbury Reese, formerly of this
city, is now a bugler in an Ohio State
Regiment
. ••••
meht which awarded them the State
modal.
Among the company are SOMA ;of the
best representative young ineu of Hop-
kinfyille, socially and otherwise.
Attended Church.
It was this same Company D, Third
Regiment, by the way, that attended in
a body the services at Christ Church
Cathedral on Sunday night; and they
will be present again promptly at the
special service to-morrow at noon in the
Cathedral.
All Beat lists,
Apropos of the latter, the company
are all dead shots; the Third licritieut.
Mr. Harry Anderson, standing at the
Sop.
ti was with appreAstion that the
morning Herald assisted in a few de-
monstrations by and in honor of this
company yesterday, when, to the grati-
fication and appreciation of a picked au-
dience they went through their reper-
toire of military evolutiens on Main St.
under the leadership of their Second
Colonel, Captain John Yeland, a splen-
did looking Captain for any company.
Fortunate in friends at home, as I have
already stated, the company's good luck
follows then' like a wescot
iIu Mr. Frederick Wallisewell known
in Leeington aud abroad its a keen busi-
ness man, a great chief among the Y. P.
S. C. E. and a genial and attractive gen-
tleman always, the company has found
another friend. Mr. Wallis is himself a
Hopkinsville man, and met the soldier
boys from his town with great good
cheer.
After seine sharp drilling the com-
pany was asked into Bell's establish-
ment, where they were refreshed after
their exertions by :iced lemonade, Mr.
Wallis standing treat. Lemonade was
followed by cigars passed around by the
host, and amidst much jollity of spirit




Hoptown I Eloptown I
L. L. 0.1
Rough Tough!
We are the stuff!
We can fight mad never get enough !"
V ell.
CAUGHT- AT CAMP COLLIhR
The New Era's Corr. spondent Tells
What The Boys Ara Doing.
Camp Collier, Lexington, May 10.—
By hard work, the boys have arranged
their apartments and are now simply
spending their spare time lying (only
on straw and cote) around and enjoying
themselves by watching for letters and
communication, of any description.
Below is e iven their daily routine:
Reveire roll call  6:00 a m.
Sick call   6 :15 am.
Exercise   6:15 a m.
Recall   6:46 a m.
Breakfast    7:00 a m.
let Sergeant's call   8:00 a m.
1st call guard mount   8:15 a m.
Guard mount  8:30 a ne
Fatigue, immediately after guard
mount.
Company drill ...   9:80 a m.
Recall  11 :00 a m.
NOD. Corn. Officers school 11 :30 am,
Dinner.  12 :00 na.
Company drill   8:00 p m.
Battal lion  5:00 p m.
Recall . ..... ...... 6 :00 p m.
Supper 6 :30 p m
Tattoo    9:30 p m
Call of quarters  9:45 p m.
Taps 10 :00 p m.
Thereupon Mr. Bell genially concern-
ed to have them get enough, set up sher-
bet; and received in token of apprecia-
tion the yell and three cheers.
The yell and three cheers were then
given for The Morning Herald; and a
seavon of gentle enjoyment of cigars
was followed by a beautiful toast to Mr.
Frederic Wallis, touched with both
Feeling and eloquence, proposed by
Captain Feleud.
Mr. Wallet responded nobly; and
more cheers succeeded. Captain Feland
then proposed Mr Bell and was receiv•
again with cheers.
Were Photographed.
After these festive 'udder be the corn -
patty again drilled in front of the Fay-
ette National Bank and struck military
attitudes whilst they were photographed
from the sidewalk.
The soldiers then marched briskly oqt
North Broadway and drilled in trout of
Hamilton College, where i hey were
again photographed; and di parted at
length for the b it-tacks covered 'situ
dust and glory s,..d followed by interne
erablt beautiful smiles and wishes for
good luck now ane e.
Those who witneseed the drilling of
Co. D. are ready to ludorse the judg-
I li I' Value of Advertising.
-eesse ego e • 4'oe L
441
- - ^ •Pa
--e---* - egg A - elott'
e
D. M. thtixtrne & Company, of Auburn. New'York, All' manufacture the largest line of faintimplement" made hy any one concern In theUnite! Stet-et, awl %home attractive elver.tbsements h•WO bean appearing in our *Annalsfor the lest two priorities, have been forced to ao-knoveeige that theme ads have been seen andFowl by a multitude (If petiole, If inquiet. too beany eriterion to go hy, In thelr ads. they havelin.1 lentoilly offered to amid free of charge bcwikels inehes by nine Inchea, entltbs1 'Tandy Hookir ileusani Perm," whichI. eomplete In ItsInformatlint for farm hurl h•notek...pleh and guir•ticularly in 000king awl baking receipt& Thementor of intietrien for these books have beenan,loill r•inalna eoniethIng enormous The un•expeAmd part of the pregramme is that many ofthe ladles, after trying thews rreelpts hare sent'to the Advertising Manager, sample bole* ofcake of different kinds, yese'd chicken, etc. TheIllustration given, ehows his desk nearly coveredwith these boxes, which speaks ilTIPPrliti,PlY ofthe Interact the ladies have take', In the hook.Thlii book also describes in detail. the OsborneImplements, which have won the reputation of"succeeding where others tall," and are by theirexcellence, pushing their Individuality well eathe front in the agricultural world.
Lexington is voted by all our company
as • place equal to our own city, which,
I think, is am nice a compliment as any
one could expect.
We ere glad to note that Dr. Bell hee
beet) promoted; being as well qualified
he he Is, It is hinthitig more than hie
friends mild lotion+ Its Is troiti
Morally, arid Is as parboil a getillethati
as male he found,
WM IV Cr,'
"Lio D is all right." "Who's all
right?" 0o. It"
We hear eepressions like the above on
every hand. —0. 0. P.
City Teacher's certificate.
The spring examination for certifi-
cates to teach in the city echools will be
held in the Clay Street school building
on Friday and Saturday, May 27 and 2e.
All who expect to take the examinatiori,
must be present at 8:30 on Friday morn-
ing.
WHAT 10 [11E4 sii8
Of Dr. Hartman's Famous Fam-
ily Remedy and tiprihg
Took
Mrs. Hannah Lind, 1132 East Long
street, Columbus, Ohio, is one of the
many enthusiastic advocates of Pe-ru-
na. She says: -For many years I was
subject to nervousness, despondency
and neuralgia, for which doctors and
remedies seemed of no use. At last I
was persuaded to try Pe-ru-na. I fonne
it to be esactly the remedy I had beet
so long in search of. It relieves tie
tired, depressed feeling felt in spring-




and the best of
sleep. It ham
cured p e r ma-
nently my old
despot' d en cy
and neuralgia,
and I wonder
WHITE CAPS IN CITY,
They Will Meet All Trains
Here.
why so many people continue to suffer
through cpring and early summer when
Peau•na is such a prompt and perfect
relief. As a family medicine I believe
Pe teens to have no equal." It relieves
at once cramps, colic, prostration from
heat, the ill-effects of sudden checking I
of the perspiratiun, and all other bad
effects of hot weather. As a remedy for
nervous prostration It has no equal, and
the thousands of men aud women of
this generation who "have nerves" find
It a priceless remedy.
Every family should have a copy of
"Facet and Fa 'ea." Finely illustrated
One of the best books of testimonials 
very fine tobaccos, andever published. Sent free. Address
The Pe- ru- na Drug M &nuts taring Can-
on everything offered.—The
puny, Columba', Ohio, Weed.
BIG CROWDS COMING.
The Nashville Convention Will Greatly Bene-
fit the South.
A CAHNCE TO SEE AND HEAR MEN OF NOTE
•m••• "•••
July 6th to lith are the dates for the
meeting of the 17th International Chris-
tian Endeavor Convention. Nashville
is the place of meeting.
Very Gratityinw.
The fact that the South has succeeded
In capturing this gathering is very grat-
ifying. Aside from all the religions in-
fluences of the convention, the exten-
sive advertimment that will result from
thousands of people from all over the
United States, and many from foreign
countries, receiving an ides of her re-
sources, will make the meeting one of
great importanoe to the South from a
business standpoint.
Ropeinsville's Part.
The Endeavors of Hopkinsville will
play a prominent part in reoeiving the
thousands of young people who will peas
over the L. & N. railroad. The Local
Union has formed committees which
will proceed at once to organize the
forces of the Union and preparing them
for work. The Reception Committee
will work with the members of that
committee in Nashville. Trains passing
here with their many car-loads of En-
deavors will be boarded and given a
royal Kentucky welcome. "White
Caps"—as the Reception Committee
members, are called—will come over
from the convention city, and they, iti
tompatiy with *Mateo ?tom here, will
go with the dittarviat specials oti their
way to Nashville, smiling their at
ellitietietiti to Houma before the city to
monied The L N, depot at this
point will tie decorated in the State col
ors—purple and white—and soaveuireat
the city and Local Uniou will his given
to the young people as they pass. Of
the 150,t0u delegates who will assemble
in Nashville, fully one-tenth or more
will pus through our city, making the
convention of great local importance.
ciose To Us.
Our close proximity to the convention
this year produces an unprecedenteo
opportunity for our people to hear men
of great note. That the annul 0. E
gatherings, bringing more distinguisheo
men together than any other yearly
meeting, is an acknowledged fact, anc
having this just at our doors will be ap
prec ated by the local 0. Bes and the
general public as well, both of whom
will attend in large numbers.
Expenses em•ii.
The cost of going will be nominal
Railroad fare will be reduced to a mini
mum, and lodging in hotels and privet(
families will be secured for all who de
sire at $1.00 to 51.50 per day. Theses win
attend will witness the greatest reli
gions gathering the world has ever seen,
for each year the magnitude of the con-
vention is increased.
Want Damages.
E. and S. B. quartos have filet,
separate suits against Edgar Robinson
for $5,000 damages, each.
Npw EnA readers will remember that
on the 7th of last February, Robinson
and the 911111.1es men had a quarrel
about some farm tools, and Robinson
shot and wounded both of the Quarles
who allege that the shooting was with-
out just provocation and that they are
damaged in the foregoing amounts.
The two defendants, at the time of
the trosble, were tenants on Robin
son's farm
*as Opened Here.
The Postal Telegraph company is
ready for business in Hopkinsville. 'fel
*grams were reoeived and sent over its
line, hers today for the fliot time.
43,0d Ma ket.

















MAKES COLLARS AND CUFFS STIFF MO RICEAS PEN Fr,P7 RnilT47 NEW ci6  PAM FORIAIINDRY PlIRPOI.; Ott • I
I -
ONE POUND OF THIS STARCH WILL GO
AS FAR AS A POUND AND A KALF







This starch la prepared on 14-i,qui5c principles by men who have had years of practicalexperience in fancy laundering. It reetorea old linen and summer dresses to theirnatural whiteness and Imparts a beautiful and lasting finish. It Is the only starchmanufactured that is perfectly harmless, containing neither arsenic. •Inni or antother substance injurious to linen and can be used even for a baby powder.
For sale by all wholesale and retail grocers.—AL 1••••
The Rackets grIl\TEDIAT-A.19M DE3P !IMEWT.Cloaking is a fine art but not without
proper utensils. We make a specially
of Kitchen Supplies.
Wash Basins.
Stamped out of extra heavy tin plate,
No e at 3c, No 7 at 443, No. 8 at 6o.
Very hoary retinned Dish Pans, with
malleable iron handiest, 10 qt. 12o, 14 qt.
13e, 17 qt. i
MILK PANS.—The biggest cut we
have ever made. 1 qt. Sc, 4 qt. to, 6 qt.
qt. bo, 10 qt. Sc; 12 qt. 1De.
Pudding Pans.
3 qt. So, S qt. to, 4 qt. Sc, b qt. tiC,
qt. 7o.
Plain Pie Pans.-9 in. to, 9 in. scol-
loped pie plates lb.
Child's A. B. 0. Plates, 3c , 9 in. Jelly
Tins, Sc; Mountain Cake Tina, 4c; Tube
cake pans, 5c; Turk" head jelly mould,, Muffin pans, deep corn coke, 8 cope5c ; IF.xtra deep and heavy. e cape, Sc;'tamped tarks head, 12 cups for 150; 1
THE BIG S
lot square bread pans at 54; Animal
cake cutter, aesorted design* and sizes,
choice 3c ; Ladle made of heavy plate(Plumped bowl at 5; Other stylea of ladles
and skimmer!' at Sc; Large kitchen
spoons, extra heavy, from 3 t• 12c; 1 pt.
dipper, ; 1 qt. dippers, 4c ; qt.dip-
per, Sc; lerge kitchen dipper lc.
Sauce Pans..
Stamped retinned extra long handle,
l'.2 qt. Sc; 2 qt. flc ; 2se qt. lc; 4eg qt.
10c. Deep preverting Kettleie "tamped
hearp retinned with handle. and bail,from 5 to lec.
Trays and Waiters.
Trays and Waiters, 5, I), 25, 35 eta.
Oovered deep sauce pans, made of
, heavy tin plate, double seamed, covered
j rim top, long iron handle, riveted, for
I for 12o, worth double.
COFFEE POTS.—Patent bottom Cof-
fee Pots, enamle knob, strong handle
and hinge cover, 1 qt. 7c; 2 qL 9c; 3 qt.
11c; 4 qt. 12c. Coffee boilers from 17 to
35c. Octagon shaped Tea Pots from 13
So 20 ctn.
Milk Strainers at Racket prices.
Oullendere, made from heavy tin plate
handle and high foot, perforatsd bottom
and side at 7c; 2jt. milk can for 10c;
Funnels from 2 to 8c; 1 qt. Graduate
Measures 4 chi.
Dinner Pails 15 to 28c.
Steamers at 18 and 20 etsj
Infant bath tubs at $1; (paned foot
tubs for 25 eve; Japanned slop pail 25o.
Bread and Cate Boxes for 2.5, 39, 470.
Lew Mei Cuspidors for 12c; Dust
pans at 4 and be; Crumb trays and
brushes, fancy colors, at 19 es.
Wash Stand Sets.
Clonsieting of extra large pitcher and
bowl, nicely decorated, for 3.5 cts.
Tea Kettles—Pressed from one piece
of heavy tin, only 150; No. 8 copper bot-
tom for 59 cts.
Minnow Buckets, nicely painted from
49 to 99c.
! 2 qt. rice or oar tries/ boilers for 300.
Sprinklers.
Tin Sprinklers.-1 qt. Sc; 2 qt. 100; 3
qt 13c 4 qt. 19c.
Japanned Sprinklers.-2 qt 13c; 4 qt
19c; 6 qt 28e; Galvanized Sprinklers,-4
qt 29; 6 qt 35c; te qt 42e.
2 qt Oil Can 10c; 4 qt 13e.
Galvanized Ware.
Galvanized Basins—No. 6, tic; No. 7,
7c; No. 8, 10e.
Dipper for 7c • Well bucket, 22c; Ws-
ter pails, 15 to 25c; Foot tubs, 35 to 42c;
4 qt oil cans Ile.; Large size Tea Ket-
tles 69 ctn.
Granite Ware.
Wash Basins—No. ti, 12c; No. 7, 14c;
No. 8, 17.
Dish Pans-14 qt 139c ; 17 qt 49o.
Milk Pans-1 qt 8c; 2 qt Dc ; 8 qt 11c;
4 qt 14c; 5 qt 16 to 250.
Pudding Pans-1-1 12 1t tic; 2 qt 11c;
8 qt 13e; 4 qt 15c; 5 qt 17o.
Pie Plates Sc; Preserving Kettles from
12 to 59c; Lipped Sauce Pans, 10 to 1150;
Oovered Sauce Pans, 15 to 24c; Buckets,
13, 17, 20,80 as; Water Pails, 35 to 400;
Ooffee Pots, 25, 28, 32, 35, 400; Tea Pan
25, 28, 32, 35, 400; Coffee Biggins, 35, 44,
50c; (humidors, 12c; 1 pt cup, be; Meas-
ures—I pt lie; 1 (It 24c; 2 qte 29c;
Chambers, 22 and 32c; Fry Pans, 15 and
22c; Spoons, 5 to 12e.
BLUE AND WHITE WARE.—Wash
Basins, 20 and 22e; Dish Pans, 40e; Cof-
fee Pots, 49c; Tea Pots, 49e; Pie Plates,
10 and 12c; Milk Pans, 12 to 250 ; Pad-
ding Pane, 14 to 25c.
Fiber Ware.
Wash Basins--No. 7, 10; No 8, 12e;
Large size mixing bowl, 42; Tubs, 8), 90
and $1,
House Furnishing Goods.
Egg whip, 2c; Spice scoop, 2c; Flesh
1 '1-1M Et.A.C1CM1'.
sees.. "' isay ••••• •-• es. • , ••••• sr Avon' ez
fork, Sc; care turner, Sc; Wire meat
broiler, 10c; Wire vegetable boiler, 100;
Saratoga chip fryer, 92c; cream whip
100; Nutmeg grater, lc; extra large
grater, 100; Coffee pot stand, 3c; Wire
dish covers, 4 to 25c; Potato mashers, 8
to 5c; Wire soap dish, 8 and Sc; Coffee
strainer, Sc; Spout tea strainer, 2c; Bute
termilk strainer, Sc; vegetable strainer,
Sc; Wood spoons, 2c; Tip top lamp
chimney stove, Sc self-basting broiler,
400; Ooffee mills, 19 to 4-bc.
Shelf Paper.
Made from extra quality, heavy
weight paper, assorted colors and de-
signs, 12 sheets for 1c.
Crepe Paper.—For lamp shades and
fancy work; put up in rolls of 20 in.
wide and 10 ft long; assorted colors, 10
roll. See our line Japanese crepe paper
Toilet Paper—"The Princess," a pack
age of 400 sheets, good quality, at 3o.
500 Japanese Toothpicks, in fancy




The Richter, nickel cover, ham eight
above, but larger, Sc.
holes, eonaslya3boc.
The Gilmore, 10 holes, nickel cover, a
good 25c harp; Racket price 15o.
Other harps at 19, 22, 24, 25 and 40c.
JEWS HARP.—From 3 to 100.
Dice from / to Sc pair.
Spectacles.
Round frame, blue steel, large eyes,
assorted lens, for 3 eta
Finely tempered long steel nickel
plated temple, extra strong, for Sc.
Nickel plated frame, straight temple
or riding bow 10c.
Eye Glasses.
White metal, spring steel frame, good
quality lent, assorted eights, at 5 cu.
Rubber frame, patent nose piece, 10o.
Fine silk eye glass cords, 2 eta




201-203 S. Main St.















Mum's Ex. Dry Cham
IWerner's " • •





At our handsome retre at, 1HE
VAL. BAR, this collection of Liquors
a d Wines is distinguished by the
t steful manner in which they are
rved, which displays a marked ad-
vikncement in this direction.
















ans quickly, easily,1/4̀ .4314
111.otbes you wear, the dishes
••4
A
yini use. In the laundry it saves clothes, and
utakes your work light Get a cake of
LAI RErrE
SOAP
at once, and give it a trial. Sold everywhere.
Made only by





Women's opinions count. Thpy know
place to find them 
Tel. Jones' ilk the
the hPW shades
and want choice s 
in Silk, Dress °nods and Trimmings.
The larsest and hoot assorted nova of
Wash (Moils ever shown in the city,
WhiW Goods, Fancy Goods, Notions,
Furnishing Goods, elegant line of Carpets
to select from in Moquette, Velvet, Brus-
sels and Ingrain. Rugs, Foot Stools,
Foot Mats, Linoleum, Oil Cloth and Mat-
tings, My stock is complete in every
line. You will find it to your interest to
inspect my stock before buying.
IT. M. Jones.
ar With Nations"
Itlean higher prices. Critical times show the
weak and strong points of every commercial policy,
as w411 as Goverment. The opportunity is given us
to s w the citizens of this county the superior ad-
vant ges we are offering. Much might be written
about the many points of excellence to be found in
our ry Goods, Notions, Carpets and Shoes. Yet
nothing could be said beyond the clear facts that our
prices and qualities are matchless.
Free to Our Patrons.
We have just received a handsome lot of Furni-
ture, consisting of Rocking Chain, Hat Racks, Writ-
ing esks, Book Cases and Medicine Chests, which
WO ael going to give to our customers. Call at our
store and we will explain how- to obtain them free of
chart . Yours Truly,
Richards & Co.
I. • **;  1:1)
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We are showing a new and exclusire
line of Worsteds, Cheviots, Oassimeres,
novelties in Fancy Worsteds, Ineeser-
ing, etc , etc., our practical knowledge
of the tailoring trade enables es 10 ogler
the public
Clothing That Cannot fic tqualcd In
Style, rit and ill'orkmanship.
Nothing delivered unless entirely satis-
factory. We are busy, bat take pleas-
tire in showing our lino call and set us.
HOOSER DUNCAN,
Ninth Shreet, : Hopkinsville, Kv
The Best Offer Ever Made by a Newspaper
396 'AVOIVITNAR'
The Semi Weekly Republic, the best general newspaper printed in the world,eontaing all t e news in eight pages twice a week, and The Republic Model Mag-azine, one ye for $1.X.
The Rep lic Sunday Magazine Was the newspaper sumo= of 1891. A homejournal of the eat clams, 18 large pages every week, 4 pages of fun, 14 puree of thebreglatest and est reading printed. It contains more high-class pictures tuo: •-atotoots than wete ever attempted in any other putheation. More noted writers toolauthors (xintrihute to The Republic Magazine than to any other Western putt-cation. The Kaguzine will be sold only in connection with the semi-weekly lee-public, but is mailed separately on Friday of each week.
Address 4 orders So
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;SPECIAL TO NEit ERA)
Washiugton, May II.-1-The attack On
Porto Rico is to be simeltaneous with Calker McShane Overcome
l'••••
WAS ASPHYXIA1ED.
that of Cuba. Sin Juan will be the im.
mediate objective point cif Rear Admiral
Sampson, who has alooInstructions to
destroy or capture all Siminish ships ill I
Porto Ricau waters. MEMORIAL
By Gas.
In cons«inence of thislplan for imme-
diate movement ilgalti• Havana, the
orders for mobolizing the volunteers at
Chickamauga has been c(untermanded,
and the troops ordered toithat point will
go lastead to Tampa, Mobile and New
Orleans for immediate service in Cuba.
It is expected to land an army large
enough to strike a decisiie blow.
WAR NE
New York, flay 14._A cablegram receilvad this
morning from Kingst n, Jamica, tells of A TieRRIFIC
BATTLE FOUGH f IN CARDENAS BAY. According
to the dispatches a number of lives were lost on the
American side.
LOSSES ARE HEAVY.
The Spanish losses, both in men and toperty,
were extremely heavy.
Ensign Bagley, the gunboat Wirislow, is
mong the slain.
Four American sailors were killed outright, and
ten received wounds *hieh are feared to Ipe fatal.
Many others were:nue or less seriously Injured.
The battle lasted bout one hour.
THE AMERICAN SANK TWO SPANISI GUN-
BOATS AND SET FIRE TO CARDENAS.
200 SPANIARDS KILLED.
IT IS BELIEVED THAT NEARLY TWO HUN-
DRED SPANIARDS WERE KILLED.
The fight was commenced by the Spanish.
The Americans were endeavoring to land
supplies and ammunition when they were fired
upon from the fort.
The gun-boat Winslow received most of the
Spanish fire, and was badly torn up.
The gun-boats Machias and Wilmingtonc
went to the rescue f the Winslow, and, ifinding
her considerably disabled, towed her o4t of the
range of the Spanish guns.
When this was done the brave little .vessels
returned and continued shelling Cardenas.
CARDENAS REDUCED.
THEIR ATTACK WAS SUPERB. UNDER
THEIR STEADY FIRE THE BATTERIES,
COAST BUILDINGS AND FORTS OF THE
SPANIARDS WERE REDUCED.
AMERICANS SLAIN.
THE SPANISH PEOPLE CLAIM THAT 1THREE
HUNDRED AMERICANS WERE KILLED, MOST OF
THEM DROWNING WHEN A TRANSPORT SUNK.
' THIS REPORT IS NOT CREDITED.
OFFICERS ON BOATS TAKING THE AMERICAN
DEAD TO KEY WEST DECLINE TO EITHER CON-
FIRM OR DENY THIS REPORT.
BOMBARMENT.
American Fleet Is Throwing Shells
Into Porto Rico.
[SPECIAL TO NEw ERA.)
ST. THOMAS, MAY 12. —AN ATTACK ON PORTO
RICO IS NOW IN PROGRESS.
News has reached here that the city of San
Juan will shortly be reduced.
The North Atlantic squadron, under the com-
mand of Admiral Sampson, unexpectedly appeared
in the vicinity of San Juan at an early hour this
morning.
At nine o'clock the fleet began bombarding the
city.
The latest information is that though tile pan-
ish are waking a plucky defense, they have not yet
worked any injury to the American ships.
Inestimable damage has been done to the town
of San Juan, and it is paid that many lives have al-
ready been lost.
The city will soon e compelled to capitulate.
NOTHING FROM SAMPSON.
lf1PLIMAL TO Saw ERA]
WASHINGTON, a, 141 AY 12.—SECRETARY OF THE NAVY JOHN
D. LONG SAYS HE HAS HEAD NOPHLNII FROM ADMIRiAL SAMP-
SON.
HE SAYS HE IS INCLINED TO BELIEVE THAT THE CABLEGRAM






Madrid, May 12.— Vild scenes are being entIcted to-
day in Malrid. I
Rioting has been renewed in the streets.
Maddened mobs are marching through the rincipal
thoroughfares in Open definance to the martial laws.
A GENERAL MASSACRE IS MOMEnARILY
EXPECTED., L
LEAVES TO-MORROW.
en. Merritt does With Twelve Thousand Sol-
diers to Aid Admiral Dewey.
.;PECIAL To NEW ItRAI
WASHINGTON, P. C., MAY 12.—GENERAL WESLEY MENRILT AN-
NOUNOSD OFFIOIAI4LY THIS MORNING THAT HE WILL LEAVE SAN
PRANCISOO TO-MORROW FO; MANILA .
HE WILL LEAD TWELVE HOUSAND SOLDIERS UPON tHE PHIL -
IPPI N ZS. I
He says he will be the military Governor of the Philippines. I
ai Gen. Merritt was appointed yesterday to command the volunteer; from the
—Neil° coast.





TI. Van Tassel, Company —Death of An Asy-
lum Patient.
SOME MATTERS OF MUCH LOCAL INTEREST
Late Tuesday afternoon F. McShane,
chief calker of the Hopkinsville Gas
Company, was overcome by gas and
remained in an unconscious condition
for five or six hears.
One of his hands, who was making a
connection with a main on Virginia
street, near Fourteenth, accidently in
haled a breath of gas from the pipe and
reeled and fell. Mr. McShane sprang
to his assistance. While he was stoop
lng over in the trench the gas over
powered him. A physician was sum
moued and administered stimulants.
Mr. McShane was removed to his
home on Brown street, where he finally
recovered consciousness. It will be
some time before be fully receivers from
the ill effects of his accident.
-•••
KAY 19 ANNOUN' ED AS l'HE DATE
Memorial Day Exercises Will Be Too-
yressive and Intere•ting.
At.the meeting„of the Ladies Me-
morial Association, held yesterday af-
ternoon, it was. decided to hold
memorial service and decorate the
graves of confederate soldiers on May
III
Iii propomel to make the esereleea Of
this year Impreealva and Ititartioting,
and an appropriate and IiiiflidtlYa pro.
dram IA in the moron of proper itien.
and will be announced later On thrOUgh
tae cOlnilltis of Maw Eti t.
STILL IN FINANCIAL STRAITS.
But Attorney Campbell of This City
Pulls Out of the Hole.
The Cora Van Teesell Co , that came
here from Hopkiusville under financial
-traits with the hopes of pulling out,
did not pull out. Attorney Geo. P.
Campbell, of Hopkinsvillo was here
with a claim against the company,
which a friend of the company paid
taking the chances on getting his money
back at their next stand which is
Evansville.
Seventy•four dollars and eighty cents
was the amount cf the Hopkinsville
claim.--Henderson Gleaner.
PASSED AWAY AT THE ASYLUM.
Barney Holland, Sent From Davies,
County, DIOS At the Institution.
Barney Holland, aged about thirty,
died Monday at the Western Kentucky
Asylum for the Insane. He was sent to
the institution from Davies county about
two months ago.
The body was buried yesterday.
ese 
WANTS CONVENTIONS CALLED.
Tobacco Growers of the State Urged to
Take Prompt Action.
Editor E. A. Gullion, of the Carroll.
ton Democrat, acting for the tobacco-
Misers of Carroll county, is addressing
a letter to every county in Kentucky
asking tobacco growers ta ,call conven-
tions. The conventions are to discus.
the grave situation arising from the
proposed gigantic trust of tobacco man
efacturers." The letter declares that
the Kentucky farmers are bound hand
and foot by the proposed trust and its
minions prices. A Nrnturicy State con-
vention of growers/till be held at Lou-
isville July 13.
SMALL CHANCF FOR SECOND CALL
Present Army Large Enough Far All
Practical Purposes.
The Hopkinsville boys who are "wait-
ing for the second call" have little
chance of getting to fight the Spaniards.
The general understaniing that a large
army will be thrown into Cuba, and the
probability that the military force will
be more heavily drawn upon for the
Philippines than has heretofore been
supposed, have led many to believe that
another call for volunteers will be made
The President has stated, however, that
he did not anticipate another call. At
theWar Depaitnieut inquiring Congress-
men are reminded that even if 60,000
men should be sent to Cuba and 30,000
eventually massed in the Philippines,
only about half of the 181,000 for which
existing law now provides would be ex-
hausted.
A BULLE LIN • IS POSTED
E. C. Stock Quoted To the Empl' yes
At 101.
It has been noted in various papers
that the employee of the Illinois Central
were permitted to subscribe for stock by
paying so much a month fro.n their
wages and that a large number had thus
become stock holders.
Concerning that matter, 7a bulletin
was posted here yesterday stating that
employes may subscribe for I. C. stock
during the mouth of May at $1.01 ac-
cording to terms promulgated in Sep-
tember 1893.
JUST TRIBUTE TO MR. RUSSELL.
---
A••ar,t1 By The Board That His Spier.
r id Efforts Have So.nt Appreciated.
At a meeting of the Pubic School
Board, the following resolution was
unanimously adopt. d:




highest honors - World's Fair,





A Pare Grave 1/4.rcarti of Tartar Perdu.
SOY siARS THE STA.M.)A.R,D.
I and the =niters cf the Board, Individ-
ually, desire to e‘press and we do now
tender to our President, Mr. J. D. Rus-
sell, whose term of °thee expires with
this meeting, our high appreciation of
his zeal, his activity, his intelligent by.
shy, his untiring • tTorts and his excel-
lent judgment, displayed at all timed iii
he interest of Hopkinsville's greatest
institution, the Hopkinsville Public
Schools.
For his great Interest and unselfish
devotion to this great interest and fin
the success which has attended his con
nection with this boey for so many
years, he is entitled to the thanks of tht
entire community ; and as the represen
tat ives of the school interests of this
city, we now assure him that he has the
thanks and appreciation of the friends
of our schools.
We recognize our loss and the loss to
the schools in his refusal to stand for re-
election, and in taking leave of him as
sure him of our cordial good will.
DIE 11 TUESDAY AT ST. LOU".
The Fsther of Mrs. J. D. Higgens, and a
Former Resident of This City.
Mr. Theodore Shalp, formerly of this
city, died at her home in St. Louis yes
terday, aged fifty-five years. He was
the father of Mrs. J D Higgins.
The deceased lived in Hopkinsville
about fifteen years, removing Loin hers-
eight years ago. Many friends




Privates Being Rapidly Ex-
unlined.
GRUB FOR :THE BOYS.
Food Preferred To Flowers.—Too Much
Rain ---A Kick Registered.
OUR WAR CORRESPONDENT'S LETTER.
Camp Collier, May 11.—Some of the
boys esked me to suggest to their sweet-
hearts and friends to send thetn good
things to eat instead of hut marks and
pressed flowers.
Privates are being examined as fast as
possible. They are to be (quipped with
the U S. regulation uniforms—duck
and silk web, brown in color, and
trimmed in light blue. The trousers
are tight to the knee, and the legging
are trimmed with light blue fringe.
will We are having a little too much rain.
Sixteen Car Loads of Supplies For Sol-
diers l'ass Through Town.
Sixteen car loads of provisions from
St. Louis passed through the city yes-
terday morning at an early hour.
The goods were consigned to the sol-
diers at Chicamauga Park.
Ireland's Crack Company.
MOMMIIIMME.0-•
Vntler the above caption a Lexington
cotrespotideet Writes to the Courier.
Journal
'Captain John ?eland, Jr„ of the
Latham (Wards, ilitphinoville,Company
I), Third Regiment, has a splendid com-
pany. Before starting to Lexington
Capt. Ireland was presented a cheek for
$1,000 by John C. Latham, of New
York, who is a native of Hopkinsville,
and who has done much for the city of
his birth and the people residing in it.
When asked regarling the disposition
to he made of the money, Capt. Feland,
who is one of the handsomest and most
obliging of the several 'captains here,
sa:d: 'No, the money will not be used
for equipping the company. We expect
the Government to give us everything
we want in that line. The handsome
donation of Mr. Latham will be need in
securing such lu.zuries as it takes to
make a soldier's life pleasant. We will
use the money to cheer r.e..en so victory.
I wish I had time to tell you about the
many things Mr. Latham has done for
our town. His is an example to be em-
ulated by every man whom fortune fav-
ors, and time will tell what aspiration
his acts have given to the young men of
Hopkinsville. When we honored Mr.
Latham by naming our company for
him we expected nothing from him, he
had sheerly done so much for the peo-
ple and the place, but since he has kind-
ly remembered us so handsomely we
will do our best to make the company
which bears his name one of the fore-
most in this fight.' "
Teacher's' Association.
The First District Educational Asso-
ciation meets in Mayfield the 13th and
14th of May. This is one of the best ed-
ucational meetings in the Stato, and
comprises all the counties of the First
Oongremsional district. It is composed
of the best teaching force of these coun-
ties, several Christian county teachers
expect to attend.
latsT —A light yellow cow with one
horn—will reward finder.
Mrs. Rawles, Seventh St.
Malcolm K. Boddie.
The Chicago Times Herald says of the
late Malcolm McNeill Boddie: Mr
Boddie was about 40 years old and un-
married. He was a grandson of Mal-
rolin McNeill, who died years ago,
leaving a large fortune. He had been
in the real estate business in Chicago
for nearly fifteen years, and was the
owner of considerable valuable down
town property. Mr. Boddie was a mem-
ber of the Chicago Athletic Association
and the frequent) and Wabansia clubs
He made his home much of the time at
the Victoria Hotel, and was very pu
lar among his large circle of quaint-
ancea He went to Waco. Tex.J last No
vember to visit his brother, G nee Bod-
die, and at last accounts in good
health. Eesides the two brothers he
leaves two married sisters, one of whom
lives in Carlinville, Ill., and the other in
Virginia. Malcolm McNeill. of this
city, is a cousin of the deceased.
Find Webb and see his flue lot Brack-
et Buggies.
Chant/oil Tratner•.
W. P. Norton, who recently par-
chased the great Ornament and the fast
filly May Hempstead from Charlie Pat-
terson, has placed his horses in charg.
of Trainer Rowe.
There is no ill-feeling between Mr
Norton and Mr Patterson.
Don't think that your liver needs
treating if you are bilious It don't. It'
your stoniah. That is, your stomach it
really whaecauses the biliousness. II
has put your liver out of order.
See what s the matter with you!
stomach.
Sick stomach poisons liver and thei
there's trouble. Shaker :Digestiv.
Cordial cures stomach and then all'.
well. That's the case in a nutshell.
Shaker Digestive Cordial is no secret
Forninla's on every bottle. But it's tb.
temple honest way it's made, the hones.
Shaker herbs and other ingredients 01
which it's composed, that make it so ef-
ficacious.
Any real case of indigestion and bil
inusnems (.811 be eared with a few bottle.
of Shaker Digestive Cordial. Try it.




Dr. G. W Ellis, formally of this city,
and for several months prescriptionist
at the Western Kentucky Asylum for
the Insane, has been appointed surgeon
of the Third Tennessee Regiment.
Pleased With Him.
Tha people were highly pleased with
Judge O. H. Bush as pro tem judge, and
daring his short stay he has made many
warm friends. Some of these days Cal-
loway county will give Judge Bush its
instructions for a District or State office,
if he will only give them a chance.—
Murray Ledger.,
The Negro Will Die.
A Frankfort telegrain;says:
"Charles Jessie, alias Tom DUntl, the
Hoplineville negro who was shot by
Office. William Gordon on Saturday
Light while attempting to escape and
tiring on the officers, has been given up
to the by his physicialuti.,
A big Mot is coming from a number
of persons who failed to get into the
United States service on account of phy-
sical imperfection. About 33 per cent.
is beiiig rejected, and it is claimed the
rules are too strict.
Capt Ballace was interviewed regard-
ing the time neceestry to get the Ken-
tucky troops into the field. He said:
"We can not leave hero until they are
equipped, and I'm afraid that will be a
long time. It is doubtful if the wool
has been sheared for the Kentuckians'
uniforms, and you know we can not go
into a campaign until they are properly
uniformed. We are getting along very
slowly, for all this work Is lieW alai we
have no prreetiente tn go hy. The came
rule* which were in force when the vol.
tinbaers nf the 1,1111 war were hollig nun.
tenni 11110 service tin nut apply now, and
ills a much slower Wallies* than It was
In those days."
The companies of the Third regiment
have been re lettered. The Latham
Light Guards, by purely good luck, re
tain their letter. The companies will
be mustered in according to the respec-
tive terms of service of their Captains.
The company with the Captain who ha?
held his commission longest will be
Company A, and thus down. The new
lettering is therefore as follows:
A (E), Madisonville, Capt. Burchfield
B (A), Bowling Green, Capt. Clark.
0, Bardstown, Capt. Beckham.
D, Hopkineville, Capt. John Feland.
E (H), Owensboro, Capt. Logan Fe-
land.
F. Glasgow, Capt. Railey,
0, Hartford, Capt. Keowu.
H (K), Henderson, ()apt. Atkinson
I, Paducah, Capt. Davis.
K (L), Vancebarg, ()apt. Brewer.
L (Ni), Lexington, Capt. Reynolds.
M (8), Morgantown, Capt. Howare.
Rations for ten days have been issued
to our company as follows:
Beans .  121 14 pounds
Coffee  6434 •
Sugar 121 14 "
Vineger 8 gallons
Salt    321,4 pounds
Pepper 2









The finest looking soldier in the ea up
is Lieut.-Col. Jonett Henry, of the
Third Regiment, whose home is in
Hopkinsville. He is very tall, finely
proportioned and handsome. But his
good looks have not made him vain, lie
is kind, considerate and very popular.
Much like him is Capt. John Felan
of Company H , of the Third Hegira
also from Hopkinsville. He would •lake
a good match for Lieut.-Col. Henry.
Capt Friend's men idolize him. His
omnpauy is reported to be the best drill-
ed company at Camp Collier.
Messrs L iwis Kremer and Aide,
Sharp, of the Hopkinsville company,
were with Buffalo Bill's shows all last
year They did a special bare-back act.
Both were formerly regular soldiers of
the United States army, belonging to
Troop H of the crack Sexth Cavalry.
Sharplwas a corporal and Kremer serv-
ed as First Sergeant of his troop for four
years nnder Capt. L. A. Craig.
Some of the boys at camp Monday
evening asked the negro cook of the
dopkinsville company of the Third Ree-
l-tient to dance for then). The negro got
etsey and the boys went after him. He
struck at one of them with a butcher
knife, but they procceeded to disarm
aim, and now he is good.
Et. cted Secretary.
Mr Charles A. ('ooper, of this city.
Ras elected State Secretary at the Stat,
eouvention of Epworth Leaguers held in
Lexington.
Vince L'• Band
Vincent's negro band has closed
ontract to furnish music for the
Ircadia Hotel at Dawsiou Springs from
lane 10 to September 1.
A Small Party.
Miss Jessie Fay Howe ertertained a
Mated number of young people lest
light in henor of a friend from Nash-
ville.
'arc Rauh Desd.
Mrs. Hannah Raub, a sister of Mrs.
O. Frankel and mother of Mrs. Ben
Hoseubacu, died Friday at her home in
Wellsville, Ohio.
W. bb is the Man you want to see when
vou want Buggies.
Married.
Mr. Joseph Terry and Miss Calle.
"31111113011P wire married Wednesday at
!he residence of Mr P Gladdieh, in tie
icatoe' Mill vicinity.
ResIgn• Hi.
Mr. E P. Wilkins his resigned his
position as Deputy Sheriff to accept
dccc aa attendent at the Western Asy-






NO /RONEY IN d DVANcE. Won.
derful appliance and scientific rem-
edies sant en trial to any reliable
man. A world-wide reputation back of
this offer. Every obstacle to happy married
life removed. Full strength, obvelopment
and tone given to every portion of the betty.




In scrim cities the price of bread
been increased this week.
Gets a Promotiou.
Mr. Charles Daniels has been promot
ed to be day telegrech operator at the
ll11.1•01.1 4,1" N men v hie ',ration to 911..Of•ell
Mr Jessie Reere• wilt, lifts IIIVO appoint •
ed local manager of the Postal Ti.lograpli
Co. Mr. Craven., of S +tee, will be the
night opevetor at the L. & N
.
al tile• Paso' hroug h.
— --
A train of fifteen car loads of govern-
nieut mules passed through hers Tow -
day morning. It was from the West
and passed as fast freight. The mules
were consigned to the army at Chicka-
mauga Park.
Spirited War Music.
Send us 25 coats in silver or postage
and we will in return, mail you our
latest Military :Music, entitled, "For
Country Dear" Song, and War Flesh"
Military March. These two 'meets re-
tail for $1.00. Address, Windsor Music
Company, 266 and 268 Wabash Avenue,
Chicago, Ill. ti2c
Aft. r..00n.
Mr. S. D. Wilkins and Mrs. Sallie W.
Wilkins were united in mairiage yeeter-
day afternoon at the resid 'lice of Mr.
W. W. Wilkins, in this city.
Ti..- Af ernoon Pop tr.
The afternoon paper is the thing for
the war news.
There is never anything of importance
left for the morning blleetP, and much
of what is printed then is corrected by
the afternoon.—Owensboro linir0
In Great Style.
The Southern Kentucky Medical As-
sociation will meet at Hopkiusville May
24 and 45.
The local physicians will entertain
the visitors in great style A big ban.





**fut. To haw PISA I
Chicago, May 01.—Mny wheat opened
at .1.115; closed at Si 65,




Mr. A. P. Crockett has returned from
the Epworth League meeting at Frank
fort.
Mr. John Waller, of Madisonville, is
visiting Messrs. Will and Stephen
Trice.
Mrs. Hunter Wood left this morning
for Lexington, Ky., to visit her daugh-
ter Mrs. J. R. Barr.
Misses Tony Ware Willie Rust and
Letticia Fairleigh returned to day from
the house party at Mrs. John Clardy's
homa near Gracey.
Miss Lander returned to Hopkinsville
this afternoon after a visit to relatives
here .. Mr McClure Kelly, of Hop
klusville a well-known young Mean
ance man, was in the city yesterday.—
Paducah News.
Mr John Clardy returned from Hous-
ton. Texas, this morning, aceonipanied
by Miss Alone Cleveland, (laughter of
Mr. W. 1-1. Cleveland, a promment cot-
ton broker, who will spend a month vis-
iting Mrs. Clardy.




A. executor of the estate of Mrs L
M. Cox, deceased, I will offer at public
sale, on the premises, MONDAY, MAY
:40th, the house and lot on leth and Clay
sine!
how;
root ii, 2 halls and 3 porches. The stable,
bu gy•house and eoal-honne emnbined
am er one roof. Tan lot is spleudidly
proved, has beautiful shade trees,
fnit freer and grape harbors The main
art of the renidenoe was built in I1395;
at the same time the old part was put in
thorough repair inside and out It is,
therefore, practically a new house.
At POMO time and place I will offer
for sale one Sijeare Point) (Steck) in .
good condition. Also lot of tiouseholc
Furniture.
The right is reserved to reject any and e
all bids.
Terms made known on day of sal,
A. S. COX,




not "sawed-out' and "glue—d
together"—any "Old thing"
On which to mark a cheap
price.
The only thing cheap about
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$12.00, $15.00 and$ 18.00
No matter what price suit you buy
here, you are getting more real value




















48 pairs Child's Strap Oxf
36 pairs Misses' Strap Oxf
24 pairs Ladies' Black Op
12 pairs Ladies' Tan Strap
12 pairs Ladies' Tan Oper
35 pnirs Ladies' Black Op
10 pairs Ladies Tan Opera
150 pairs Ladies" Black an
2
16 pairs Ladies' Finest Pa
rds, black and tan, worth 75c,
sizes 2 to 8 at 26c
rds, black and tan, worth $1.00,
sizes 1 and 14 at 50C
a Toe Oxfords, worth $1.00,
sizes 24 to 44 at te0c
Oxfords, worth $1.25, sizes 24 to 54 at te0c
Toe Oxfords, worth $1.25, 2 1-2 to 6, 50c
ra Toe Oxfords, worth $1.25, 2 1-2 to 6, 75c
oe Oxfords, worth $1.75, 24 to 54, it The
Tan Fine Oxfords, broken sizes,
-2 to 8, worth $2.00, for $1.25 and $1.50
nt Leather Oxfords, broken sizes,
1-2 to 5, original price $3.50, cut to $2.00
, White and Green Strap Slippers,
original Nices $2 25 to $3.00, cut to $1.00
es in the above lot, you can save about half
s. They are the cheapest Oxfords we ever/
; •
28 pairs Ladies' Pink, Blu
broken sizes,
gar If you can get your Si.
the usual price of such sho
offered,
J1 H1 & C,0
Cor 1001 and Maul btioPts,
ar With Spain
Has not been annou ced, but we beg to officially
announce that we ant your trade. Our prices
are cheap on SASH DOORS, BLINDS, FLOOR-
ING, CEILING, LtTHE, SHINGLES, and all
kinds of PAINTS aid OlLS, DRESSED LUM-
BER.
Dagg orS Rich rds,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
•'ere-geo •9 • • 
.. 
•' ..44 ', 44 V./44We,• • •
0•4 64. * dr" . • as'.* • 4. • el" 11.14111• •81Ze Of 10t, ist,t4,1149 12 feet. Tie "" • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .4 " 6 •• • e • • --1-40; fa. itte a two atm fratoo, otottatotog s 
.141.17/ !41.11; ":1,' "4 5414 '"I" '111" •.$0
SPRIG GOODS
That fairly whisOer thoughts of warm days of sum-•
•
mer. Delicate tinteul fabrics greet the eye on every







Lies, Zephyrs, Dress Novelties






Just received a handsome lot—Just the thing for •







Spring Opening—iLadies. Gentlemen and Chrildrens
Footwear for Spring nd Summer.
.*
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The First SL7Icational ct1
7isdic of the Season!
01 As we intend to go out of th CLOTHING business, our entire stock of
LA CLOTHING, including Clay NVorsteads, Cashmeres, rlelcens and, in
v7-/ fact, every suit we have. )But, to make a long story short, any suit








The New York Store,
F. LI





THE BRIDE OF 30SES1.1
HOW ZIPPORAH OkOIDED HER MATRIe
MONIAL DESTINY,.
A Glorious Illicanspie and I esellasibes
For Yowler sad Old—How We Aro 0•111
waeies, air All Times — God 1las Wor
*4 ao itiseelal Labor.
(Copyright. IS98, by American Press Asa&
elation.]
WatuireavoN, May 8.—From a rustie
Bible scene Dr. Talmage in this men
mon draws practical and inspiring lee-
sons for all classea of people. The text
is Exodus iii, 1, "Now Moses kept the
flock of Jethro his father•in-law, the
priest of Midian."
In the southeastern part of Arabia a
man is sitting by a well. It is an arid
country, and water is scarce, so that *
well is of great value, and flocks and
herds are driven vast distances to have
their thirst slaked. Jethro, a Midianite
sheik and priest, was to fortunate as to
have seven daughters, and they are
practical girls, and yonder they come
driving the sheep and cattle and camels
of their tether to the watering. They
lower the buckets and then pull them
up, the water plashing on the stones
and chilling tbeir feet, and the troughs
are filled. Who is that man out there
sitting unconcerned and looking ose
Why does he not come and help the
women in this bard work of drawing
water? But no sooner have the dry lips
and panting nostrils of the flocks begun
to mot a little in the brimming trough
of the well than some rough Bedouin
abeptierds break in upon the scene and
with clubs and shouts drive back the
animals that were drinking and affright
these girls until they fly in retreat, and
the flocks of these mannered a/rep-
herds are driven to the troughs, taking
the places of the other flocks. Now that
man sitting by the well begins to color
up, and his eye flambee with indignation,
and all the gallantry of his nature is
aroused. It is Mottos. who naturally bad
erquick temper anyhow, as be demon-
strated on one common when he saw an
Egyptian oppressing an Israelite and
gave the Egyptian a stridden clip and
boiled him in the land and as be show-
ed afterward when he broke all the Ten
Commandments at once by Mattering
the two grsnite slobs on which the law
was written. But the injustice of this
treatment of the 'seven girls sets him on
tire with wrath, and be teXes this shep-
beret by the throat and pushes back &n-
ether till he falls over the trough and
aims • 'sunning blow between the eyes
ef another se be cries, "Begone, you
villains!" and he boots and roars at the
sheep and cattle snd camels of these in-
vaders and drives them back, and bar-
ing cleared the place of the desperadoes
• teld the seven girls of this Midianite
sheik to gather their flockstogetber aad
.bring them again to the watering.
Oh, you ought to see a fight between
'the shepherde at a well in the orient as
I saw it in December, 1890. Tbere were
bare • group of rough men who had
driven the cattle many miles, and here
another group who had driven their
resale so many miles Who should have
oe? Stich clashing of buckets!
Et78(lani hooking of horns Such kicking
of boots! Such vehemence in a language
I fortunately oould not understand!
Now the sheep with a peculiar mark
*cress their woolly backs were at the
trough and now the sheep of another
mark. It was one of the most exciting
acmes I ever witnessed. An old book
deacribes one of these contentions at an
eaatern well when it says: "One day
the poor men, the widows and the or-
.phans met together and were driving
their camels and their flocks to drink
and were all standing by the water side.
Daji came up and atopped them all and
took possestion of the water for his
reader's cattle. Just then an old woman
telonging to the tribe of Abs came up
and woosted him in a suppliant manner
saying ; 'Be so good, Master Daji, as to
les my cattle drink. They are all the
ofroperty I pommies and I live by their
milk. Pity my flock, have OOMPhailioll
on me. Grant my request and let them
drink.' Then came another old woman
and addressed him: 'Oh, Master Daji, I
am a poor, weak old woman as you see.
Time has dealt hardly with me. It kiss
aimed its arrows at me and its daily
and nightly °eternities have destroyed
all my men. I have lost my children
and my husband, and since then I have
been In great distress. Theee sheep are
all that I poetess. Let them drink, for
I live on the milk that they produce.
Pity my forlorn state. I have no one to
&end them. Therefore grant my euppli-
'cation aod of thy kindness let them
drink.' But in this case the brutal
Islay% so far from granting this humble
request, mote the woman to the
ground."
Tiso Bride of Xmas.
A like scrimmage bat taken place at
the well in the triangle of Arabia be-
tween the Bedouin shepherds sod Moses
championing the cause of the seven
daughters who had driven their father's
bock, to the watering. One of these
Zipporah, her name meaning
"little bird," was captured by this he-
roic behavior of MOdea; for however
timid woman herself may be she al-
ways admires courage in a man. Zip-
porah became tbe bride of Moses, one
of the mightiest men of all the cen-
tuHes. Zipporab little thought that
that morning as she helped drive her
father's flocks to the well she was
eplendidly deciding her own destiny.
Had she staid in the tent or Imam while
the other six daughters of the sheik
tended to their herds her life would
probably have been a tame and unevent-
ful lite in the solitudes, but her indus-
try, her tidelity to her father's intereet,
her spirit of helpfulness, brought her in-
to league with one of the grandest char-
aotexs of all history. They met at that
famous well, and while she admired the
courage of Moees he admired the filial
behavior of Zipporah.
The fact that it took the seven daugh-
ters to drive tbe flocks' to the well im-
plies that they were immense flocks and
that her father wee a man of wealth.
What was the use cf Zipporab's be-
moaning herself with work when she
might have reclined on the hillside near
her father's tent and plucked buttercups
and dreamed oat romances and sighed
idly to the winds and wept over imag-
inary sows to the brook'? No, she knew
that work wee honorable and that em-
ery girl ought to have something to do,
egad so abe starts with the bleating and
lowing and bellowing and neigbing
droves to the wellgfor the watering.
Around every home there are flocks
and droves of cares and anxieties, aud
overt, deo/liter pf the femite, tooteo- -h
were oe mom, oagirrleDiiliolng her
'Dart to take care„„of tia_o horke In mini
aloassen owe not onyl.fL7gperro?obut ail
ber sisters, without practical and use-
ful employment& Many of them are
waiting for fortunate and prooperous
matrimonial allianoe, but some lounger
lite thenusalves will come along and
atter counting the large number of fa•
vier Jethro.' sheep and camels Will
make proposal that will be accepted,
sod neither of them baring done any-
thing more practical than to chew ch000-
late oaramela the two nothings will
start on the road of life together, every
step more and more a failure. That
daughter of tbe Midianitish sheik will
never find her Mosta. Girls of America,
imitate Zipporsh. Do something practi-
eaL Do something helpful. Do some-
thing well. Many have fathers with
great flocks of absorbing duties, and
such a father Deeds help in borne or
office or field. Go out and help him
tb the flocks. The reason that so
n:any men now condemn themselves to
onaffianced and solitary life is became
they cannot suppert the modern young
woman. who rises at half past 10 in
the morning and retires after midnight.
one of the trasbiess of novels in her
bandsmoss of the time between the late
rising and the late retiring—a thousand
of them not worth coe Zipporah.
There are queations that every father
sad mother ought to aak the daughter
at breakfast or tea table and that all
the daughters of the wealthy sheik
ought to ask each other: " What would
you do if the family fortune should fail.
if sickness should prostrate the bread-
winner, if the flocks of Jethro should
be destroyed by a sudden excursion oi
wolves and bears and hyenas from the
mountain? What would you do for a
living? Could you 'rapport yourself?
Can you take care of an in•alid mother
or brother or sister as well as yourself?"
Yea, bring it down to what any day
'might come to a prosperous
"Can you oeck a dinner if the servants
should make a strike for''''...00.yeageo
▪ laillta that morning?" ,
of every tu or of every dsw27verv
there are fam,.,es flung/ ftom prosperity




nee:zing cut sit areeno :inn cry :Inn
wait for sorao one to coma aid hunt
them up a situatiuu for whit, h they
have no qualificatioul Get at eanthing
useful, get at it right away. Do uot
tety, "If I were thrown upon icy own
reesourcen, I would become al music
teacher." There are now more niusi
teachers than could be suppirted if
they were all Mozarte and Wag ers and
Haudels. Do not say, "I will g tu erre
broitieriug slippers." There e more
slippers now than there ure fe t. Our
hearts are every day wrong by t ie story
of elegant women who were o e utilu-
eut, but through catastrophe h ve
belplees, with no ability to tiike care
of theinteelvea.
Our friend and Washiugtonian towns-
man, W. %V. Corcoran, did a magnifi-
cent thing when he built and elndowed
the Loniee home for the trapped of the
unfortunate aristocracy of th4south—
the people who once had everythiug, but
have come to nothing. We war* anoth-
er W. W. Corcoran to build # Louise
home for the unfortunate arisucracy of
the north. But institutions liki that in
every city of the land could hot take
care of one-half the unfortnuate aristoc-
racy of the north and south wh+se large
fortunes have failed and who, through
lack of acquaintance with any style of
work, cannot now earn their oa+ bread.
There needs to be peaceful yet rad-
ical revolution among most of lie pros-
perous homes of America by w rich the
elegant do nothings may be transformed
into practical do sweethiugs. Let use-
less women go to week and gdther the
flocks. Come, Zipporali. let nle intro-
duce you to Moses. But yo# do not
mean that this man affianotel to this I
country girl was the great Moses of his-
tory, do you? You do not meal* that he
was the man who afterward iwrought
such wonders there? Surely yqn do not
mean he whose staff dropped, Wriggled
into a serpent and then, clutchjed, stiff-
ened again into a staff? Yon do not
mean the challenger of Egyptiah thrones
and palaces? You do not mean he who
struck the rock so bard it agent in a
stream for thirsty hosts? Sure -10 you do
not mean the man wbo stolid alone
with God on the quaking leiinaitio
ranges, not him of that mot* famous
funeral of all time, God cowIng down
out of the heavens to bury bite? Yes,
the same Moses defending the seven
daughters of the Slidianitish slieik, who
afterward rescued all nations.
Preparation For Special Wfork.
Why, do you not know thet this is
tbe way men and women get :prepared
for special work? The wilderness of
Arabia was the law school, the theolog-
hal seminary, the university! of rock
and sand, from which he gradhated for
a mission that will balk seas and drown
armies and follow the cloud ce fire Ly
night and start the worknign with
bleeding Lacks among Egyptian brick
kilns toward the pasture lands;tbat flow i
with milk and the trees of Cantuin drip-
ping with honey. Grscious Ghd, teach
all the people this lesson. Yoe must go
into; humiliation and retreat mild hidden
cloiets of prayer if you are to! be fitted ,
for special uaefulness. How did John I
the Baptist get prepared to become a I
forerunner of Christ? Show! me his
wardrobe. It will be hung with silken
socks and embroidered robea Snd attire
of Syrian purple. Show me hie dining
table. On it the tankards ablosti with
the richest wines of the vineyards of
Engedi and rarest birds that ivere ever
caught in net and sweetest vegison that
ever dropped antlers before the hunter.
No; we are directly told "she same
John had his raiment of camel's hair"
—not the tine hair of the camel which
we call comics, bus the long, cnarse hair
such as beggars in the east N./ear—and
his only meat was of insects, the green
locust, about two inches longi roasted,
a disgusting food. These inSects were
caught and the wings and legs torn off,
and they were stuck on wo4den spits
and turned before the fire. TheRedonins
pack them in salt and carry :them in
sacks. What a menu for John the Bap-
tist Through what deprivatioti be came
to what exultation!
And you will have to go down before
you go up. From the pit into Which his
brothers threw him and the !prison in
which his enemies incarcerated him
Joseph rose to be Egyptian pgime min-
tiger. Elijah, who was to be the great-
est of all the ancient prophetil; Eli.
who made King Abab's knees;kuock to-
gether with the prophecy thag tha dogs
would be his only undertaker4;
whose one prayer brought more than
three years of drought and who,* other
prayer brought drenching showers; the
man who wrapped up his capefof sheep-
skin into a roll and with it gut a path
through ruing Jordamfor luet
so pass over; tne roan vgict vent] *nee'
of fire rode over death and esesped into
the skies without mortuary etisintegra-
Sion ; the man who, thousandt of years
after, was called out of tbe eternities to
stand beside Jesus Christ on ifount Ta-
bor when it wan ablaze with tbe splen-
dors of transhguration—this Man could
look back to the time when 'voracious
and filthy ravens were his onlY caterers.
You eee John Knox presehing the
coronation sermon of James VI and ar-
raigning Queen Mary and Lortd Darnley
in a public discourse at Edinburgh and
telling the French embassador to go
home and call his king • Murderer,
John Knox making all Christeadom feel
his moral power and at his hurial the
Earl of Morton saying, "flete lieth a
man who in his life never !leered tbe
face of man." Where did ion Knox
get much of his schooling fog such re-
sounding and everlasting achievement?
He got it while in chains pulflng at the
boat's oar in French captivitt So the
privations and hardships of, your life
may on a smaller scale be the preface
and introduction to usefulueits and vic-
tory.
See also in this call of Ifoses that
God has a great memory. Fogr hundred
years before he bad promised ithe deliv-
erance of the oppressed IsMelites of
Egypt The clock of time has struck
the bour, and now Moses lei called to
the work of rescue. Four hunired years
is a very long time, but yob eee God
can remember a promiee 440 years as
well as you can remember 400 minutes.
Four hundred years includei all your
ancestry that you know anything about
and all the promises made toitbem, and
we may expect fulfillment in our heart
and life blessing' that were; predicted
to our Christian ancestry seenguries ago.
You have a dim remerebra•ce, if any
remembrance at all, of your grleat-graud•
father, but God sees thoee w)#o were on
their knees in 1598 as wel,1 as those en
their knees in 1898, and thb bletaings
be .promised the former anti tbeir de-
scendants have arrived or will arrive.
While piety is not bereditery it is a
grand thing to have had a pious ances-
try. So God in this chaptle culls up
the pedigree of the people whom Mimes
was to deliver, and Moses is ordered to
say to them, "The Lord (IMO your fa-
thers, the God of A brahatu, ibe God of
Isaac and the God of Jaeob. hail sent
um unto you." If that thodght be di•
'Maly accurate, let rue ask,f What are
we doing by prayer and by a holy life
for the redemption of the next1400 years?
Our work is not only with the people (if
the latter part of the nineteenth century,
but with those in the do. tot of the
twentieth century and the closing of
the twenty-first century and the clos-
ing of the twenty-second celitury and
the closing of the tweuty•thihd century.
For 400 years, if the world cdntinues to
swing nutil that time, or ill it drops,
then notwithstanding the infinence will
go on in other latitudes and ilongitudes
of God's ulliverSe.
No one realize. bow great be is for
good or for evil. There are hrauchings
out and rebounds and revIrberations
and elaborations of influence that can•
not be estimated. The 51) orl 100 years
of our earthly stay is only 'Omar' part
of our sphere. The flap of the wing of
the destroying angel that ismote the
Egyptian oppressors, the weigh of the
Red tea over the heads of e drowned
Egyptians, were all fulfillmeneo prom-
Otte, four centuries old. And things
occur in your life and iu mine that we
cannot account for. They may be tbe
echoes of what was promised in the six-
teenth or eeventeenth centurja Oh, the
prolongation of the divine memory!
Work For the Age4
Notice &leo that Mises wee 80 years
of age when he got this call; to become
the leraelitisb deliverer. Porky years he
had lived in palaces ass printo ; 'another
40 years he had lived in the iwilderness
of Arabia. I should not woader if he
bad mid: "Take a younget man for
this work. Eighty winters have exposed
my health; 80 summers heve poured
Hiatt beats upon my head. There are
40 that I spent amons the euer-
of • palace, and then
40 years of wildeirness hard-
ens too old. Let me Off. Setter
cal f'.2o forties or: fifties end
1 12 rIarer
cemneic.- leevertnerese, ne unnertient
the work, and if we want to knew
whether be succeeded, ask the abandon-
ed brick kilns of Egyptian taskmasters,
end the splintered chariot wheels strewn
eu the beach tf the Red sea, and the
timbrels which Mite en clapped for the
Israelites passed u. old the Egyptians
gone under.
Do not retire too early. Like Mowed,
you may have your chief work to do
after MI It may not be in the high
places of the field; it may not be whore
a strong arm and an athletic foot and a
clear vision are required, but there id
somethiug for you yet to do. Perhapv it
may be to round off the work you have
already done; to demonstrate the pa-
tience you have been recommending all
your lifetime; perhaps to stand a light-
house at the mouth of the bey to light
others into harbor; perhaps to show
how glorious a sunset way come after a
stormy day.
If aged men do not feel strong enough
for anything else, let them sit around
in our churches and pray, and perhaps
in that way they may accomplish more
good than they ever did in the meridian
of their life. It makes us feel strong to I
see aged men and women all up and
th ir f• ces shown] I
they have been on mounteius of trans-
figuration. We want in all our churches !
more men like Moses, meu who have
Leen through the deeps end climbed up
the shelled beach on the other side. We
want aged Jacobs, who have seen lad-
ders which let down heaven into their
dreams. We want aged Peters, who leave
been at Peutecoste, and aged Peels, who
have made Felix tremble. There are
here and there those who feel like the
woman of 90 years who said to Foote-
nelle, who was h5 years of age, "Death
appears to have forgotten us." "Hush,"
said Fonteuelle, the wit, putting his
finger to his lip. No, my frieud, you
have not been forgotten. Yon will be
called at the right time. Meantime, be
hohly occupied.
Let the aged remember that by in-
creased longevity of the race men are
not as old at 60 as they used to be at
50, not as old at 70 as they used to be
at 60, not as old at 80 as they used to
be at 70. Sanitary precaution better un-
derstood; medical science further ad-
vanced; laws of health more thoroughly
adopted; dentistry continuing for lon-
ger time succeseful mastication; homes
and churches and courtrooms and places
of business better ventilated—all these
have prolonged life, and men and wom-
en in the close of this century ought not
to retire until at least 15 years later
than in the etsphiese,e1. the ceuturse flo
001, put tne mimeses on until you nave
fought a few more battles. Think of
Moses starting out for his chief work an
octogenarian; 40 years of wilderness life
after 40 years of palace life, yet just be-
ginning.
There lies dying at Hawarden, Eng-
land, one of the most wonderful men
that ever lived since the ages of time
begau their roll. He is the chief citizen
of the whole world. Three times has he
practically been king of Great Britain.
Again and again coming from the house
of commons, which he had thrilled and
overawed by his eloquence, on Satur-
day, on Sunday morning reading pray-
ers for the people with illumined coun•
tenance and brimming eyes and re-
sounding voice, fraying: "I believe in
God the Father Almighty, Maker of
heaven and earth, and in Jesus Christ,
his only Sou, our Lord.
The world .has no other inch man to
lose as Gladstone; the church has no
other such champion to mourn over. I
shall never cease to thank God that on
Mr. Gladstoue's invitation I visited
him at Hawarden and heard from hie
own lips his belief in the authenticity
of the Holy Scriptures, the divinity of
Jesus Christ and the grandeur* of the
world to come. At his table and in the
walk through his grounds I was im-
pressed as I was uever before, and prob-
ably will never be agaiu. with the maj-
esty of a nature all o osecrated to God
and the world'. betterment. In the
presence of such a n en what have those
to say who profess t tbiuk that our re-
ligion is a pusillanimous and weak and
cowardly and unreasonable affair?
Matchlese William E. Gladstone!
Still further, watch this spectacle of
ereeine courage. No wonder when
s • —1 tbe rude shepherds he
Woo heart. Whet mattered
it to Moses whether the cattle or the
seven daughters of Jethro were driven
from the troughs by the rude herdsmen?
A sense of justice tired his courage, and
the world wants more of the spirit that
will dare almost anything to see others
righted. All the time at wells of com-
fort, at wells of joy, at wells of religion
and at wells of literature there are out-
rages practiced. the wrong herds get-
ting the first water. Those who have
the previous right come in last if they
come in at all. Thank God we have
here and there a strong man to set
things right! I am so glad that when
God bad an especial work to do be ham
some one ready to aocomplish it. Is
there a Bible to translate, there is a
Wyclif to translate it; if there is a
literature to be energized, there is a
Shakespeare to energize it; if there is
an error to smite, there is a Luther to
emite it; if there is to be &nation freed,
there is a Moses to free it. But courage
is needed in religion, in literature, in
statesmanship, in all spheres; heroics
to defend Jethro's seven daughters and
their flocks end put to flight the insolent
invader& And thoee who do the brave
work will win somewhere high reward.
The loudest cheer of heaven is to be
given "to him that overconieth."
How God Calls.
Still further, eee in this call of Melees
that if God has any especial work for
you to do he will find you. There was
Egypt and Arabia and Palestine with
their crowded population, but the man
the Lord wanted was at the southern
point of the triangle of Arabia, and be
picks him right out, tbe shepherd who
kept the flock of Jethro, his father-in-
law, the priest and sheik. So God will
MA find it hard to take you out from
the L600,000,000 of the human race if
he wants you for anything especial.
There was only just one man qualified.
Other men had courage like Moses; oth-
er men bad some of the talents of
Moses; other men bad romance in their
history, as had Moses; other men were
impetuous like Moses, but no other man
bad these different qualities in the exact
proportion as bad Muses, and God, wbo
makes no mistake, found the right man
for the right place. Do nut fear you
will be overlooked or that wheu you
are wanted God cauuot find you. lie
knows your name, your features, your
temperament uud your characteristics,
✓ed in what laud. ur city, or ward, or
neighborhood, or house yco live. He
will le beve to iteud out scouts or ex-
plorers to find your residence or place
of stopping. and when he wants yeti his
will make it as plain that ho means you
as he made it plain that he needed
Mows. lie celled his nittliti MIMI, MI
afterward when his milled the groat
apostle of the gentiles he celled twice,
daring, "Saul, Saul," and when his
railed the troubled housekeeper Ile ogle
ed her twice, saying, "Martha, Mar•
then " • and when he called the prophet
to his mission be called him twice, Ray-
ing, "Samuel, Samuel," sod now when
he wants a deliverer he calls twice, say-
ing, "Moses, Moses." Yes, if God has
anything for us to do he will call us
twice by name. At the first announce-
ment of our name we may think it pos-
sible that we misunderstood the sound,
but after he calls us twice by name we
know he means us as certainly as when
he twice spoke the names of Suol or
Martha or Samuel or Moses.
You see, religion is a tremendous
personality. We all have the general
call of salvatiou. Wo hear it in eongs,
in sermons, iu prayers; we hear it year
after year. But after awhile, through
our own sudden and alarming
or the death of a playmate or a school-
mate or a college mate or the deceasie
of a businese partner or the demiee of a
next door neighbor, we get the especial
call to repentance and a new life and
eternal happinees. and we know that
God means us. You have noticed the
way in which God calls us Lwice? Two
failures of inveatments ; sicknesses;
two persecutiene; two bereavements;
two disappointments; two disasters.
Moses, Moses!
Still further, notice that the call of
Moses was written in letters of tiro. Ou
the Sinaitio peninsula there is a thorn
bush called the acacia, dry and brittle,
and it easily goes down at the touch of
the flame. It crackles and turns to ashes
very quickly. Moires, seeing one of these
bushes on fire, goes to look at it. At
first, no doubt, it memed to be a botan-
ical curiosity, burning, yet crumpling
no leaf, parting no stem, scattering no
ashes. It was a supernatural fire that
e;,I dair.:;:c to the veAct..:l Ve..:
Your call will probably come in let-
ters of tire. Ministers get their call to
I rent I) in It:tt,,re Oil riper or rarchment
typeeritten, hut it does Hot amount
to leech uutil they get tht ir next call
in I. tiers of tire. Yen will uot anzeunt
to much in usefulness uutil somewhere
near you tind it burning bush. le nary
be fouud burning in the hectic flush of
your chilire cheek; it may be found
burning in business misfortune; it may
fouud baniiite loot's° fire of the
WOTIU -S morn or nate et- unerepreeeutie
titer. But harken tu the crackle of the
burning bush!
Oh, what a fascinating awl inspiring
character this Moses! I (ow tunic all oth-
er stories compared v ith the biography
of Moires! From the lattice of izer bath-
ing house on the Nile Therniutis, daugh•
ter of Pharie,h, sees him in the floating
cradle of late-rum leaves made water
tight by beumen; his infantile cry is
board among the marble palaces and
princesses hush hint with their lulla-
bies; workmen by the roticlsile drop
their work to look on him win n as a
boy his passed, so beautiful was he; two
bowls put before his iefaut eyee for
choice to demonstrzito his wisdom, the
one bowl containing rubies and the oth-
er containing coals of fire. Sufficiently
wise was he to take the gems. but di-
vincly directed he took the coels and
put them to his month, and his tongue
was burned. and he was left a stammer-
er all his days, so that be declared in
Exodus iv, 10, "I am slow of speech and
of slow tongne;" on and on until he set
firm foot among the crumbling basalt,
and his ear was not deafeued by the
thunderous "Theu shalt not" of Mount
Sinai, the man who went to the relief
of the IsraOites who wore scourged be-
cause without chopped straw they were
required to make firm bricks, the story
of their oppression found chiseled ou
the tomb of Roschere at Thebes. and
when his armies were impeded by
venomous serpent:4, sent crates of ibises,
the snake destroying birds, to clear the
way so that his host could march
straight ahead, thus surprising the en-
emy, who thought they must take an-
other route to avoid the reptiles; the
whole sky an aquarium to drop quails
for him and the hosts following; the
only man in all eges whom Christ likens
to himself; the MUD of whom it is writ-
ten, "Jehovah spoke unto Moses face to
face Us a man speaketh to his friend,"
the man who had the most wondrous
funeral of all time, the Lord coming
down out of heaven to bury him. No
human tu read the service. No
choir to chant a psalm. No organ to
roll a requiem. No angel alighting upon
the scene, but God laying him out for
the last sleep; God upturning the earth
to receive the saint; God smoothing or
banking the dust above the sacred forum ;
God, with farewell and benedictiou,
closing the stalinie obsequies of law
giver, poet and warrior. "And uo wan
knoweth of his sepulcher nuto this
day." Get your eye uu him, instead of
trying to imitate Forme smaller example.
A great snowstorm came un a prairie
In Minnesota, and a fernier in a sleigh
was lost, but after awhile struck the
track of another sleigh and felt cheered
to go on, educe be bad found the track
He beard sleighof another traveler.
bells preceding ben and hastened on and
caught up with bit predecessor, who
said, "Where are you going':" "I am
following you," was .the answer that
came back. The fact is that they were
both lost and had gone round and round
in a circle. Then they talked the mat-
ter over, and, looking up, MINS the north
star, and toward the north Wall their
home, and they started straight for it.
Oh, instead cf imitating men like our-
selves aud circling round and round, let
us look up and take Nome starry guide
like Moser and follow on until we
join him amid the "delectable moun-
taine." You say you cannot reach his
character. • lib, no. Neither can you
reach the narth star, but you cau be
guided by its heavenly poiuting.
If every woman wh? expects to become
a mother would heed and read that great
book, " The People's Common Sense Med-
ical Adviser," by Dr. R. V. Pierce, chief
consulting physician to the Invalids' Ho-
tel and Surgical Institute, Buffalo, N. V.,
there would be stronger mothers and
healthier, happier children in this world.
In this grand volume several hundred of
its thousand pages are devoted to teaching
women how to take care of themselves
during every trying and critical period of
their lives and especially at the time of
approaching motherhood.
The author of this remarkable work has
had a lifetime of practical experience 14
treating the special diseases and weakness-
es of women, and is recognized as one of
the foremost of living experts in this partic-
ular field of practice. His " Favorite Pre-
scription " is the most wonderful medicine
ever invented to restore natural organic
strength and power to the delicate femi-
nine structure which is most intimately
concerned in motherhood.
Taken during the time of anticipation it
deprives this ordeal of all its accustomed
terrors and dangers makes the coming of
baby absolutely safe and comparatively
painless ; renders the mother strong and
cheerful, and helps to endow the child
with a strong, healthy constitution.
Mrs. Mabel Jordan. of Swofford. Lewis Co.,
Washington, writes "I took Dr Pierce's Favor-
ite Prescription until the very last day. We now
have a fine. plump little girl over two weeks old
I suffered less pain than with any of the others,
Oh being the sixth child. and she has good
health. I got up on the tenth day and dressed
myself -something I could not clo with the other
babies. Have been gaining in strength every day
and feel well, all due to God and to Dr. Pierce's
Favorite Prescription "
For the " Medical Adviser," send 21 one-
cent stamps, to cover cost of mailing only,
or for cloth • covered copy it stamps, to
Dr. V. Pierce, Buffalo. N. Y.
ALL WOMEN
Should know that the
"Old Time" Remedy,
Is the beet tor Female Trsablet. enlisPet a All
11-rrcrii.arll les In Female iriMm• Slmn1.1 e
taion for Casts of Lite anti before Gollektni.
Piasters "Old Time" Resells. have dims) the
test fur twenty years.




A Yale Camera and Photographic
Outfit, coinplr te with all the materials
and instructions for making perfect
photographs, sizes 2x2 inches. Each
outfit contains a book of instructions,
one Yale Camera, size 2x2 iuches, half
dozen Yale dry plates, two trays, one
package developer, oue package hypo,
one printing back, one dozen sheets sen•
sitive paper, one package ruby paper.'
All this is yours if you wisl get one
new yeany subscription and collect $1
in advance for the same, or if you will
secure two new six months' subscrip-
tions to the WEEKLY NEW ERA C011eCt-
ing 50 cents for each six month's sub-
cription, making $1.00 for the two sub-
scribers.
This is an unusual offer and we ask
all of the boys and girls of the county
to call and see the outfit or bring in
their new subscrioers and receive one.
We ask ail those who live in the county
and adjoining counties to immediately
get one new yearly subecriber to the
WEEKLY NEW ERA or two single six
month's subscribers to the WEEKLY
NEW ERA from some of their neighbors,
and immediately upon receipt of the
names and money the Yale Camera will
be given you; or if you live too far to
call, send six cents in stamps and we
wil lmail it to yon.
WEEKLY NEW ERA,
West 7th St. Hopkinsville, Ky.
e--  -
IM told Yet Raw /Ann SteglifBears Ow 40,10
Signature ose
et
e. -- et*.erreee. • • ree•ster' vos*VegitteeolW_
AN OPEN LETTER
To MOTHERS.
WE ARE ASSERTING IN THE COUR1S Ot R RIGHT TO
THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD e CAS la iRIA," AND
"PITCHER'S CASTORIA," AS OUR TR o tie; g.
I, DR. SAMUEL PITCHER, of Norm's, Massachusetts,
was the originator of C AST ORI '1, the same that
has borne and does now bear -,----- on every
the fac - simile signature of osel--%12 wrapper.
This is the original "C A STO R I A" whic.: !;as been used in
the homes of the Mothers of America for c r thirty years.
LOOK CAREFULLY at the wrapper ( •fl see that it ig
the kind you have always bought on the
and has the signature of 
0,7 
wrap-
per. No one has authority from me to use my name except
The Centaur Company, of which Chas. 11. Fletcher is liusident.
March 24, 1898.
Do Not Be Deceived.
Do not endanger the life of your child by accepting
a cheap substitute which some druggist may °get sou
(because he makes a few more pennies on it), the. In-
gredients of which even he does not know.
" The Kind You Have Always Boo '
BEARS THE SIGNATURE OF
Tnsist on Having
The Kind That Never Failed You.
TM( COMPANY. TT MUNRO, . YORK GOTS.
A TEXAS WONDER.
Hall's Great Discovery.
One sma'l ot le of Hall's Great Dis-
covery cures all kidney and bladder
troublee, rene yeti gravel, cures diabetes,
seminal emission, weak and lame back,
rheumatism and oll irregularitiee of the
kidneys and bladder in both men and
women. Regulates bladder trouble in
children. If not sold by your druggist,
will be sent by mei.' on receipt of $1.
One small bottle . two menth's treat-
ment, and will cure any case above
mentioned. E. W. HALL,
Sole manufacturer, P. 0. Box 218,
Waco, Texas. Sold try T. D. Arm-
istead, Ilopkinsvilie, Ky.
READ THIS.
Clanton, Ala., March 8, 1897.—I cer-
tify that I have been awed of kidney
and bladder troubles by Hall's Great
Discovery of Waco, Texas, and I can
fully recommed it.
Rev. L. B. PoowDe.
All orders promptly filled. Send
Texas testimonials. eod
It is a speciee of coquetry to make a
parade of never practicing it.
Savannah, Ga..
Office of McDonough & 13allatyne.
Messrs. Lippman Bros., Savanna, Oa
Gentlemen beg to add my testi•
monial to the great virturee of P. P. P.
I have suffered for years with Rheuma-
tism and could get no relief from any
source. I took a couple of coursee of
your P. P. P. and it hm cured me en•
tirely. I moet heartily recommend it to
all sufferers. Yours truly,
T. Ballantyne,
of McDonough Os Fallantyde.
Silence is the best counsel for any man
to adopt who distruets himself.
CASTOR I A
For Infanta and Children
The Kind You Have Always Bought
Bears the
Signature of
It requires greater virtues to airport
good than bad fortune.
Try Alien's Volt-14 ts
A powder to be shaken into the shoe.
At this season your feet feel swollen,
nervous and hot, add get tired easily. If
you have smarting feet or tight shoes,
try Allen's Foot-Ease. It cools the feet
and makes walking easy. Oures swol
len and sweating feet, blisters and cal-
lous spots. Relieves corns and bunions
of all pain and gives rest and comfort.
Try it TO-DAY. Sold by all druggists and
shoe stores for 25c. Trial package
FREE. Addrese Allen S. Oltneted, L.
Roy, N. Y.
We have all of us sufficient fortitncif
to beer miefortunes of others.
-me ....
LOOK: A 81ITCH IN TIME
Saves nine. Hugh's Tonic new improv•
ei, taste pleasant, taken in early Spring
and Fall prevents Chill& Dengue ano
M darnel Fevers. Acta on the liver.
tones up the system. Better than gain-
ers. Guaranteed, try it. At druggists.
5)c and $1 00 bottles.
A Good Small Farm tor Sale.
We a% ill sell on reasonable terms to
suit purchaser and at a very reasonable
price, a term belonging Mrs. Eliza J.
attells (formerly F.. 'Ling) containieg
156 acres, fairly well-improved, dwell-
ing house on it containing three rooms
andkitchen and other out houses; 100
acres cleared and in cultivation and 56
acres well timbered. This land lies 10
miles South of flopkinsville, Ky., one
mile from Howell, Ky., a roilroad sta-
tion on the Clarksville and Princeton
division of the Louisville & Nashville
Railroad, in au excellent neighborhood
school house on edge of place and con-
venient to churches and mills. d&wtf
liceeza Wow) & SON,
July 16, 1897 A ttorneys.
Whatsoever a Man Soweth
That shall he also reap.
or * iv, millions who daily read
 this simple
statetuent, how many can gainsay
its awful import?
How Many can reason that it is
not SO?
Why do you hesitate now that it
is within this reach of all .who
have reaped the results of folly to
overcome its dire effects' and staud
again, physically, as one who has
never sinned againat the laws of
Lind and Matz,
tie Have liathered Together
the most eminent and practical
physicians of which this genera-
tion can boast.
1 HE OUTCOME of their study
and research has been the evolu-
tion of what we term
Our New System Treatment
By means of which we are able to
cure quickly and permanently any
and all forms of Syphilis, Glees,
Stricture, Varicocele, Elydrocele,
Orchitia, in fact, any blood, priv-
ate or special disease of sex and at
any stage. We have the only
methesei extant by which the seat
of disease is reached directly by
means of absorption.
Our Vigoral Absorbent Pad
is the ouly appliance known to
the profession, which can accom-
plish this without inconvenience
to the sufferer.
Our methods are our own.
Our treatment is our guarded se-
cret.
Our appliances are our own in-
ventions.
Our laboratory is the most com-
plete in the country.
CORRESPONDENCE STRICTLY
CONFIDENTIAL.
Nothing C. 0. D. unless's() ordered
We Breafnekr you to any Cleveland
We guarantee every thing we do.
Write to us at once stating your






t LEVEL 1ND, O.
Private Address of
THY ill'EMAN 111 I.D10AL CO.
- e
1898 Bicycles Down to $5.00.
New 1898 Model Ladies' and Gent's
Bicycles are now being sold on easy con-
ditions SS low as $5.00; others outright
at $13.95, and high grade at $19.95 and
$22 50, to be paid for after received. If
you will cut this notice out and send to
Sears, Roebuck & 0o., Chicago, they
will send you their 1898 Bicycle Cata-
logue aud full particulars.
eau we expect others to keep our se-
cret If we cannot keep it ourselvee
No Cure—No Pay.
That is the way allIdrugtriste sell
Grove's Tasteless Chili lee." Tee "-oil;
and malaria. It is simply iron and qui-
nine in a tasteless form. Children love
it Adults prefer it to bitter, nauseat-
ing tonics. Price 50c. Wks d&w 6m
Blanche Walsh has joined a New
York popular price stock company.
A Real Catarrh Cure.
The 10 cent trial size of Ely's Cream
Balm which can be had of the druggist
is sufficient to demonstrate its great
merit. Send 10 cents, we will mail it.
Eall Mae 50c.
ELY BROS., 56 Warren street,
New York City.
Catarrh caused difficulty in speaking
and to a great extent loss of hearing.
By the nee of Ely's Cream Balm drop-
ping of mucus has ceased, voice and
hearing have greatly improved.--J. W
Davidson, Att'y at Law, Monmouth, IP.
There are no fools so troulbesome as
those who have some wit.
.••••• 
.411. '11 CD Wt. X .4E..
lit Kind You Hare Always BoughtRears ths
Signature
of
A searchlight may defeat its purpose
by revealing the position of the ship
using it. Besides, searchlist'ee, are good
targets for small rapid-fire and machine
guns and thus maj be quickly put out
of action.
The main battery guns in the United
States Navy are all breech-loading ri
tles of 4, 5, 6, 8. 10, 12 and 13 inched cal-
iber. Some of the 6-inch and all the 4
and 5 inch are of the rapid•flring kind
The guns of the secondary battery are
1, 3, 6 and 12 pounders rapid•Ihe and




a trying ordeal to face. If she does not
get ready for it,
there is no telling
•••••••• O. what may happen.
Child-birth is full
of uncertainties if
Nature Is not given proper assistance.
Mother's Friend
is the best help you can use at this time.
It is a liniment, and when regularly ap.
plied several months before baby comes,
it makes the advent easy and nearly pain-
less. It relieves and prevents '' morning
sickness," relaxes the overstrained mus-
cles, relieves the distended feeling, short.-
ms labor, make/3 recovery rapid and cer-
tain without any dangerous after-effects.
Mother's friend is good for only one
ourpose, viz.: to relieve motherhood of
danger and paln.
dollar per bottle at all drug stores, or sent
by mailer, receipt of price.
Faze Books, containing valuable informa-
tion for women, will be sent tu any addrest
lp.011 applICAtifitl
THE BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO..
Atlanta. Gas
ABBOTT'S
EAST INDIA CORN PAINT
Corns, Warts end Psalms. rand
Without ps,n orth• u•of of krors.





T. A. Slocum, M. C., the Great Chemist and
Picien t Let, will Mend Free, to the Afflic-




Nothing could be fairer, more philan•
thropic or carry more joy to the afflic-
ted, than the offer of 'I'. A. Slocum, M.
U., of 181i Pearl street, New York City.
Confident that he has discovered an
absolute cure for consumptiyu and all
pulmonary complainta, and to make its
great merits known, he will send, free,
three bottles of medicine, to any reader
of the New ERA who is suffering from
chest, bronchial, throat and lung trou-
bles or consumption.
Already thuirnew scientific course of
medicine" has permanently cured thou-
sands of apparently hopeless cases.
The Doctor considers it his religious
duty—a duty which he owes to human-
ity—to donate his infallible cure.
Offered freely, is enough to commend
it, and more so is the perfect confidence
of the great chemist making the proeo-
sition.
He has proved the dreaded consump-
tion to Le a curable disease beyond auy
doubt.
There will be no mistake in sending
—the mistake will be in overlooking the
generous invitation. Ho has on file in
his American and European laboratories
testimonials of experince from those
cured, tn all parts of the world.
I
Don't delay until it is too latt Ad-
dress T. A. Slocum, M 0., 01 Pine St.,
New York, and whve e riling the Doc-
tor, please give expre41 end post-office
addrees stud mentiun zee ' •i ' . ti•• article
hi the New E/4A. NA, ,pW-17 I
S. K. C. Lost.
South Kentucky College did not carry
off the honors at the deolamatory con-
test at Princeton last Friday idelit.
The victors were Mr. J. E. Davis, ot
Moj field, and Miss L llian Wolff, of
Princeton.
The program wax as follows:
aYkli.
Magic
Address of Welcome....Mr. H. P Cald?
w ell.
music.
1. Declamation, "The Vagabond Prince"
 Mr. H. C. Hear:ey.
2 Declamation,• "Aux ItalieLs"
Miss Ella Shadoiu.
3. Declamation, "The Chariot Race".
  . . Mr. J. D. Mots.
4. Declamation, Leah__ „..
Miss Lillian Wolff.
music
5. Declarnation,"The Old Actor's Story"
Miss Mayoras Elliott
6. Declamation, "How He Seved St.






Owing t3 bad weather the ball clubs
did not play.
BOYS & GIRLS taon t.,10 r,1 lpgrh._t
..opf no at h011It. Easy employment, %Ilk
moth-rate Income aissured. SVItel 5 cents for
full ps rticu tars TH EHUN T- LEE HEM
E CO.. Bowling Green But Iding, 11
Broadway, New York t tty Nis5art
Announcement
FOR CONGA es*.
Wa are authorized to announce
H D. ALLEN.
of Union county, as a candidate re,
°owners from the Second Oongression-
al district, subject to the action of the
Democratic party.
ARE YOU '
BANK PI IPr 'm healf.
constitution undermined by ex
travagance eating, by disre
garding the laws of nature. o-
,Itysical capital all gone, ;f
NEVER DESO.A IR
Futis Live, Pills will cure N'O'
For sick headache, ,;yspepsi.
icur stomach, malaria, torrw
:iver, constipation, bili:lusnes





tn South, Hair Yellow, V Ata te:012
kt EBBW( tAt feel llsowate Temoks
%Senora. ro. proofs ot earns. Cr ye
1, 8.66411,006. woes ease curse ni 1
BR dors. 15MS-Paew kook hots. •
' 5
!sever Pails to ksatoris Gray
} um, • luau,. growth
--• sod tx. t.ar hen.
HAIR BALSAM
A K ER S 1
awes mealy Slew heir
Hatt to Ha ',Natant
Itte.and SIAS at Deincies 
Cliteleesteee Frae`1.1. IlleeirreA
NNYROYAL PILLS
and Only Gum nine.
•APIL, aaye rcusem,. • ad
lee archaise.' „beeneh 5.•
Pr...I it Wad &so %—t4 ossout
*we eta Wee rterwat.../:2
• etkee 10.4 .144.4,..
rsonosres lewitoes. w Note*
IS sumo. ...4.1,14.1, .4
Relief ha ff, Peter.
Mall I Nam> I'mns•sskaia. Poker
esk.b.,uttetimmagialfte-Illsalees Placa
Bail kr met tans Prawns F/ULADA.. PA.
orphiae
OPIUM, CHLORIL AND COCAINE HABITS
A radical, potative and permanent cure
MirLa teed is 5days. Absolutely barmksa.stlacering off" process -- No substitu-
tion ,..,,thog. parmula, snares •A
t COlaStl<110.
R. A. fIL'aN, M.D.,




This offer is made by the
Illinois State Sanitarium
provided application is made at once, tn or-
der that its inventions, appliances and
never felling rentedies may receive the wid•
est possible publieity4tind prove their own
HIPPICII by actual use and permanent cures.
No Money whatever will be received by the
Illinois state Sanitarium from one un•
der Its treatment until beneficial results
are acknowledged. Its remedies and appli
enc.-. have hern commended by the news
papers of Two Com inenta and entiorred
toe greatest doctors In the world. Where
development dealred, they accomplish it
and never fail to Invigorate, upbulld and
fortify.
They :Infuse new life and energy. They
permanently stop all losses !itch under-
mine the constitution and produce (Benoit-
dency. They re-tone, refresh and restore to
manhood, regardless of age. They cure evil
miens and permanently reilloVe their ef-
fects, as well as thoile of excesses and over-
taxed brain work, neurasthenia or nervous
exhaustion. No failure. no publicity, no








I erLoves a;. L fin, Bunions and Wart*
rrithout pain, speedily and permanent!)
All Drintsiela AlreoPri
-, East laLtilf COIYI Paper -






ti Dui mite of Vet eri nnry College. Toronto.
/tenths. 'I rents nll 1110.1.Paelf of the dolnestl-
ented All Palle pm en pi I ettemied
14,, lo Mt II la., over 1.. et N.
depot, Hopkins% Ille. K).
ST. GERMAIN
FEMALE PILLS
The only original and gent.ine N.:len-Fe-
male Itegulator, of M me. St. tiermalne,
Paris. CnsurptuiSed as being safe. sure and
reliable in every ease. Mold under positive
guarantee or money refunded. (let the
genuine. Price SI lei per h.' by mail. Kole
agent* for the Coiled states and Canada.
KING HARVARD CO., 157 Washington at,
Chicage
Hunter Wood. Hunter Wood, Jr.
HUNTER WOOD & SON.
Attorneys-At-Law.
(Moe in Hopper Block, up stairs over
Planters Bank.
HOPKINSVILLE, - • KENT UCK Y
ELY'S CREAM BALM i•  posttive ears.
Apply into the nostrils. It Is quickly abeornetl SS
meta at Deneg'sts or by mall aamptee be man.





the Perfect Rose and




Lippman I ()rest Remedy
Thousands of women are
suffering needless pain and
humiliation from Blood
Poison, due to the absorption
of impurities from irregular
menstruation or other causes.
P. P. P. o ill put roses of
health in cheeks disfigured
by pimples, moth, vulgar
redness or eczema.
P. P. P. is a Vas ereirn specl-
fic for all forms of Blood
Poison, Rheumatism, Catarrh
and Dyspepsia.
Georgia M ftkwue MarrAre
writes : " I bad a tired leading and
was ran Sou n. I got • bottle el
P. P. P. and It cured me l• • week a
Dine. Before that 1 could sot eat
anything. Noe 1 cat et e.a.7 mast,"






of CEMETERY WORK. Latest deeigns, best workinenship, and
teed in every particular. arYour orders are solicited.
R bt. H. Brown,
Se*nth &Virginia Sts., Hopkinsville, Ky.
TOBACCO WAREHOUSES.




Elopkinsville, • - - - - Kentucky.
Liberal A ances lade on loom en. Four lontbk. StorageFree
W. G. Ww*ILLER, W H Fexiws
Wheeler, Mills & Co.,
Tobacco Warehousemen, Commission Merchants and
Grafi Dealers.
FIRE PIROOF WAREHOUSE, Oor. Russellville and Railroad Streets.
By.
Liberal Advarice on Consignments. All Tobacco Sent us Covered by insurance
T. O. HAN T. M. N.  swam
eople's Warehouse.
Eanbery & Shryer, Prop'rs.
Railroad StHet. Between Tenth
and Eleveuth. HOPKINSVrLLE, KENTUCKY.
rifretare 1 attention given to sampling and selling all toba000 consigned to
us. Liberal Advances on tobacco in store. All tobacco insured unless otherwise
instructed.
SHIP OUR TOBACCO TO




Following kelegram received :
ofhe risk 4f military service in the
tisexisting war ith Spain will not effect
the Aeeumnl tion Poliay of the 'NEW
YORK LIF ' It will therefore con-
iitinue to uisu policies absolutely free of
all eondition to good citizens whether
members of e National Guard or not"
I Apply to
Walter p Garnett & Co.,




Many commendatory tertimonuels from
sufferere relieved by his treatment.
If you are a sufferer from any ill and
medicine has refused to render you NI-
eistance, call on or address this mag-
netic phenomenon. (canto-Ale
4011N. Summer St., Nashville,
Tennessee.
I Kitchen & Waller,Teeth. Teeth: -
Extracied without pain
50 cents with vitalized afiorr. Furniture and
A FULL SET OF TEETH $7.
















Effected gunday, April 3rd, 1898.
LKA HOPKINIIVILLS.
.15 Ac. No. Mt No. RD!, Ae
ly, daily daily.
Hop.avil le, :fie a. m. 2:40 p. Tr. Cite p. m
At . PriocCri :tie a. tn. 5:45 p. p. m
" lientV•on 7:15 p, m.
" KVA'ILLS P:151 p. m.
" LOU ELS 10:00 p. nt,
" Paducah :00 a. m. 5:40 p m
" Memphis :In p. in. 7:15 a. in.
" New. Or, :110 th, 7:4,5 p, m
ANSI ZS AT HOPS ITS VILLZ.
N S66, Ac, No. *J1, No. MR, A e
ally, daily. daily,
LT. If.vtinItle R:15 a. m.
' Hend*son lit:CrI a. rn.
" Pritcron :50 a. rn P2:45 p. rn. 6:r0 p. m
00 a. ni. 1 :6111 p. . 7:20 p,
,E. M. &cameo!), Am.
Hopkinaville, Ky
W. A. HXLLfilft), A. G. P. A.,
Lonieville.
Effeotive 6, '97,
The Largest Stook at Lowest Pr ose
Give us a call.
The most oomplete line of rEDEBe
TAKING in Western Kentucky, with
two experienoed embalmers, Messrs.
Bailey Waller and W. N. Ducker
Prompt attention both day and night
and satisfaction guaranteed.
Telephone 82. Residences 90 and 161.
MAIN ST. HOP/Elk/MULLIS, KY
Professional Gar ds.
Or. en. N. Campbell,
Physician and Surgeon.




Office with Dr. Anderson,
Over Planter' Bank. •
SEND, ,LE Ts
crbar'''UL to' • •••f. pet=
ISS•01 SSW. OBC,ISMOSIS
tr:17/IfVoP.S.V ,Isms,Port”etia of Lae
Moot anal., 4 art ofnamf tialaa1
rrX;r:44r....1,C=ILIL
FOB SALE.
A nice form containing 175 Wires of
land tying 6 milesNorth of Hopkinevine
Prioe moderate ; terms 1., rash. balance
in one and 2 years; same plaoe on wh
C. E. West now lives.
.13uNtrA WOOD * Son,
No. 20, letat
••.% ..**
